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ABSTRACT

Vy'e have developed an enzyme kinctic, strain-dependent, five-state model for

smooth muscle contraction, based on the assumption that C{2-Calmodulin-dependent

myosin light chain (MLC20) phosphorylation is the primary mechanism regulating

contraction in a living smooth muscle cell. Combined with the spatial arrangement of thin

and thick filaments and Brokaw's stochastic computational procedure with strain-

dependent transfer probability functions, our model allowed us to simulate most of the

mechanical properties of an activated smooth muscle. Thus we found: (1) the length-

tension curve showed active tension reached its peak value at optimal muscle length lo,

the length at which the thick and thin filaments demonstrate optimal overlap; (2) the

recovery time of the force transient to quick release was longer than that for quick stretch;

(3) two fast force transients followed by a slow transient on quick release were observed

with some variability due to stochastic fluctuations; (4) the force-velocity relation obtained

by the isovelocity shortening method exhibited the hyperbolic shape reported for various

smooth muscles; (5) muscle stiffness was shown to precede force development by about

500 ms; this was explained by taking into account the weakly binding crossbridge state;

(6) myosin light chain phosphorylation increased as did intracellular Ca*2 concentration

in the early phase of contraction; these gradually dropped to lower levels in the later

phase, during which force increased to its maximal value (P") and was then maintained

at a plateau value. (7) MLC20 is length-dependent in isometric contractions; muscle at Lo

tends to demonstrate a higher level of MLC20 phosphorylation than that at slack length

vilt



(L<L"). (8) ATPase activity increased with increase of length up to Lo and then gradually

decreased to lower levels at muscle lengths longer than Lo; (9) finally, isometrically

contracted smooth muscle showed lower ATPase activity than muscle contracting

isotonically. The model presented in this work was more realistic, flexible and

comprehensive than any other smooth muscle model reported to date, and its predictions

corresponded quite well with existing experimental dafa. Furthermore, the model has

suggested some further experiments which will be conducted soon.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that smooth muscle studies focus mainly on its unique

regulatory/control mechanisms, building a general model to elucidate smooth muscle

contraction is of great interest. Mathematical modeling of smooth muscle contraction, in

terms of its biophysical and biochemical properties, could provide a framework of how

contraction is regulated and how filaments interact with each other during activation. The

sliding filament theory, based on filament spatial arrangement, is believed to be applicable

to smooth muscle, despite that the regulatory mechanisms of smooth muscle are quite

different from those of skeletal muscle. In earlier models of smooth muscle contraction,

either the unique regulatory mechanisms; or the filament organization of smooth muscle,

was simply ignored. Furthermore, those earlier models could not be expanded/adjusted to

incorporate newly-found experimental data because of their determinative computation

procedures. Recent studies on smooth muscle regulation, myosin-actin interaction and the

structure of myosin heads clarified our understandings and allowed us to build a more

complete, yet more flexible, model of smooth muscle contraction. In order to establish a

strain-dependent smooth muscle contraction model, based on the Ca*2- dependent,

calmodulin-mediated myosin light chain phosphorylation regulatory mechanism and the

sliding filament theory, and utilize the transfer probability function procedure to simulate

interactions of crossbridges, the questions of the filament organizations, the definition of

contractile/regulatory proteins and of the energetics of smooth muscle, as well as

probability functions have to be addressed.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.I BASIC STRUCTURE OF SKELETAL MUSCLE

As the largest tissue mass, muscle comprises up 50Yo of the body's weight. A

single skeletal muscle fibre is a relatively large, elongated, cylindrical cell measuring from

10 to 100 micrometers (pm) in diameter and up to 0.75 metres in length. The most

predominant structural feature of a skeletal muscle f,rbre is the presence of numerous

myofibrils. Each myof,rbril consists of a regular arrangement of highly organized

cytoskeletal elements-the thick filaments, 12 to 18 nm in diameter and 1.6 ¡.tm in length,

and the thin filaments, 5 to 8 nm in diameter and 1.0 ¡rm long (Sherwood, 1989). The

thick filaments are special assemblies of the protein myosin, whereas the thin filaments

are made up primarily of the protein actin (Sherwood, 1989).

Viewed with a light microscope, a relaxed myofibril displays alternating dark

bands (the A bands) and light bands (the I bands) (See Fig. 1). The bands of all of the

myofibrils lined up in parallel to each other collectively lead to the striated appearance

of a skeletal muscle fibre. An A band consists of a stacked set of thick filaments along

with the ends of the thin filaments that overlap on both sides of the thick filaments. The

lighter area within the middle of the A band, where the thin filaments do not reach, is

known as the H zone. The I band consists of the remaining portion of the thin filaments

that do not project into the A band. Visible in the middle of each I band is a dense,

vertical Z line. The area between two Z lines is called a sarcomere, which is the smallest

contractile component of skeletal muscle. The Z line is actually a flattened disc-like



structure of cytoskeletal protein that connects the thin filament of two adjoining

sarcomeres. Each relaxed sarcomere is about 2.5 ¡tm in width and consists of one whole

A band and half of each of the two I bands located on each side.

Through the use of an electron microscope, fine crossbridges can be seen

extending from each thick filament toward the surrounding thin filaments in the regions

where the thick and thin filaments overlap. The thin filaments are arranged hexagonally

around the thick filaments. Crossbridges project from each thick filament in all six

directions toward the surrounding thin filaments. Each thin filament, in turn, is surrounded

by three thick filaments (Fig. 1). It is estimated that a single muscle fibre may contain 16

billion thick and 32 billion thin f,rlament.

Each thick f,rlament is composed of several hundred myosin molecules packed

together in a specific arrangement (Hanson et ql., 1953). A myosin molecule is a large

protein with a molecular weight of 470,000-500,000 Daltons, containing six different

polypeptides. These peptides can be dissociated by detergents or denaturing agents and

separated into three pairs: one set of large heavy chains, and two sets of light chains

(essential and regulatory). The heavy chain has an cv-helical structure, and two strands are

twisted around each other in a supercoil to form a long, rigid tail (135 nm). One end of

the heavy chains has a globular head. One polypeptide of each set of light chains is

wrapped around the neck region of subfragment I of myosin (Lowey et al., 1969, l97l;

Kiehart, 1990; Rayment et a1.,1993), which could provide the heavy chain a-helix with

sufficient rigidity to act as a lever (Rayment et a1.,1993). The lever arm is about 10 nm

long so its swing could produce a stroke distance close to that measured (11 nm) in laser-
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trap experiments (Finer et al., 1994). The myosin heads projecting from the thick

filament form a helical anay with a periodicity of 42.9 nm and an axial interval of 14.3

nm (Squire et al, I98l). These heads form the crossbridges between the thick and thin

filaments.

Much important information regarding structure of myosin and its ATPase activity

has come from study of myosin fragments. When myosin is briefly exposed to trypsin,

specific peptide linkages near the centre of the tail are cleaved to yield aheavy and a light

fragment, called heavy meromyosin (HMM) and light meromyosin (LMM), respectively.

When HMM is treated with the proteolytic enzyme papain, it yields two subfragments,

subfragment-l (SFl) and subfragment-2 (SF2). It has been concluded that the actin

binding site, ATPase activity, an essential and a regulatory light chain of the myosin

molecule reside entirely in SFl (Lowey et a|.,1971; Mornet et al., 1989; Rayment et al.,

1993). Removal of one or both light chains will causes a50-90%o reduction in the thin-

filament velocity without significantly decreasing the ATPase activity (Lowey et al.,

1993). Hence, interactions between light chain and heavy chain play an important role

in the conversion of chemical energy into movement, even though the tight chains are not

essential for enzymatic activity in skeletal muscle.

Thin filaments are composed of three proteins-actin, tropomyosin and troponin

(Hanson et al., 1955). Actin molecules, the primary structural proteins of the thin

filament, are globular in shape. The backbone of a thin filament, F-actin, is formed by

about 350 actin monomers (G-actin) polymerized to form two helical strands twisted

together. The thin filament structure is completed with the addition of stiff, rod-shaped



tropomyosin filaments and a troponin complex bound to tropomyosin. The actin filament

is a polarized structure. The sense of polarization of the thin fîlament, together with that

of the thick filament, is responsible for the fact that the force acts in a direction toward

the centre of the sarcomere.

2.2 SLIDING-FILAMENT THEORY OF MUSCLE CONTRACTION

Observations of alterations in the banding pattern during muscle contraction

provided the first clue about the molecular changes involved. Those observations can be

itemized as followings:

1. The width of the A band remains unchanged during contraction (4.F. Huxley e/

al,1954; H.E. Huxley et al,1954;Page et al,1963; 'Wray 
et al,l98l), so that the

myosin molecules and thick filaments must remain at constant length during the

shortening process.

Likewise, neither the thin filaments nor the actin molecules of which they are

composed vary in size during contraction (H.E. Huxley et al., 1945).

Examination of the low-angle X-ray diffraction patterns from muscles during

active contractions revealed that the axial periodicities in both the actin and

myosin filaments were virtually unchanged during both isometric contraction and

contraction when shortening was allowed to take place (H.E. Huxley et al.,1952,

1953; Elliott et al., 1965, 1967). The wide-angle X-ray diffraction pattern also

appears to be little affected by stretch or contraction (Astbury, 1947).

The alterations that do take place during contraction aïe: (a) the width of each

2.
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sarcomere decreases; (b) the H zones shorten; and (c ) the width of each I band

decreases (H.E. Huxley, 1972).

Mainly based on above observations, A.F. Huxley proposed the sliding filament

theory of contraction (4.F. Huxley, 1957). The general idea is that each of the filaments

of one type has crossbridges which can slide along the main backbone of the filament, the

extent of the movement being limited by an elastic connection. These sliding members

can combine temporarily with sites on adjacent actin f,rlaments, the connections being

formed spontaneously but broken only by a reaction requiring energy to be supplied from

metabolic sources. The essential feature of the system is that the rates of the reactions by

which the connections are made or broken are assumed to depend on the position of the

sliding member relative to the backbone of its myosin filament. (Fig. 2)

During shortening, the actin filaments moves to the left relative to the myosin

filament (Fig. 2). The distance of A, the active site on the actin filament, from O, the

equilibrium position of the sliding element on the myosin filament, is denoted by x. The

rate constants for the transitions between attached and detached states of A and M are

functions of x and denoted by f and g respectively.

Initially, the group M and A are detached; M oscillates back and forth about its

equilibrium position O as a result of thermal agitation. If A happens to be within the

range of positions where f is not zero (0<xSh), there is a chance that combination will

take place; when this happens the tension in the elastic element will be exerted on the

actin thread. The AM combination moves towards O as the muscle shortens; there is all

the time a chance that the linkage will be broken, since g is finite everywhere. The reason
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Panel A: The force-generating mechanism in A.F. Huxley's model. The
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Panel B: Strain-dependent attachment (f) and detachment (g) functions

used in A.F. Huxley's model.
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why the rate constant g has to be given a finite value for positive as well as negative

values of x is that without this proviso the crossbridges that happen to be attached when

activation ceases would remain attached, and the muscle would remain in a state of partial

rigour instead of returning to the resting condition. This overlap of f and g causes a

steady turnover of attached sites even when the muscle is stimulated isometrically.

It is assumed that the sites on each filament arc far enough apart for the events at

one site not to be affected by the situation at nearby sites. In other words, it is assumed

that there was no crossbridge competition for binding sites on actin filaments.

Even though it is not the only proposed theory for muscle contraction (Pollack,

1990), A.F. Huxley's sliding filament theory is predominant and many of the more recent

theories are easily recognized as its variants (Hill et al., 1974; Eisenberg et al., 1978,

1e80b).

PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL OF

SMOOTH MUSCLE CONTRACTION

Numerous studies have showed a striking similarity in mechanical behaviour of

smooth muscle and striated muscle (Ashton et a1.,19751-DilIon et a1.,1982; Seow et al.,

1986, 1987, 1988; Siegman et a1.,1980, Stephens e/ a|.,1969, 1982), which suggested

that smooth muscle most likely had the same or comparable force generation mechanisms

as striated muscle. Traditionally two modes of mechanical function of smooth muscle are

distinguished, that of supporting loads over a range of lengths and that of shortening at

different velocities under different loads. By analogy with skeletal muscle, a length-
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tension curve can be obtained by supramaximally activating smooth muscle isometrically

at different lengths. When lengths are normalizedto Lo, the optimal length at which the

maximum isometric force develops, the length-tension curves for smooth muscle and

skeletal muscle are very similar (Cook et al., 1972; Stephens et al., 1969,1970; Woledge

et a|.,1985). Smooth muscles are characteristically only partially activated and the peak

isometric forces (P") attained vary with the intensities of stimulus (Murphy 1992). Yet

smooth muscle can develop approximately the same force or even somewhat greater than

those of striated muscle (Stephens et al., 1985; Murphy 1992).

Measurements of velocities at different external loads provide information not only

regarding ability of shortening but also some aspects of muscle kinetics, such as work and

power, which link mechanics to biological energetics. Force-velocity curves of smooth

muscle for external loads which do not exceed muscle maximum tetanic force Po (Seow

et aL.,1986; Stephens et aL.,1969), can be fitted by A.V. Hill's hyperbolic equation with

satisfactory goodness of fit (Hill, 1938,I970). Recently, it has shown that smooth muscle

demonstrates non-hyperbolic force-velocity behaviour (Wang et al., 1994); similar

behaviour has been documented in striated muscles (Allen et al., 1973; Brutsaert et al.,

l97l; Edman et al., 1976). Despite the fact that the unloaded shortening velocity Vo of

smooth muscle is substantially less than that of skeletal muscle (Murphy 1980; Mitchell

et al., 1983), the normalized force-velocity curves of smooth muscle bear a striking

resemblance to those of skeletal muscle (Seow et al., 1986, 1988), which suggests

similarities in terms of mechanical kinetics between smooth and skeletal muscles.

It is believed that stiffness of muscle mainly arises from crossbridge attachment
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so the former can be used as an index of the number of attached crossbridges (Ref. ?),

while force is proportional to the number of the cycling crossbridges (Gordon et al.,

1966).In both skeletal muscle and smooth muscle, the development of stiffness precedes

the development of isometric force (Bagni et a\.,1988; Cecchi et a\.,1982; Dillon et al.,

1982;Fordetal., 1977; Kamm etal., 1986; Seow etal., 1987). Thelag, 10-30msfor

skeletal muscle and about 500 ms for smooth muscle, between stiffness/crossbridge

attachment and force development is believed to be due to the existence of a long-lived

state between crossbridge attachment and force generation (Bagni et a1.,1988; Seow e/

a|.,1987; Kamm et aL.,1985a), the so-called weakly-binding crossbridge state (Bagni e/

al., 1988).

It has long been recognized that the binding of myosin to actin is sensitive to the

nucleotide bound to myosin. In the absence of nucleotide this binding is very strong,

while in the presence of ATP this binding is weak. It was originally thought that myosin

was irreversibly dissociated from actin by ATP during the initial stage of ATP hydrolysis.

This view was used in the formulation of models of muscle contraction (Lymn et al.,

l97I; Eisenberg et al., 1972). However, further studies showed that at high protein

concentrations myosin could remain bound to actin through out the process of ATP

hydrolysis (Sleep et aL.,1978; Stein et aL.,1979). This binding of myosin to actin, in the

presence of ATP, was shown to have about 0.01% of the affinity as in the presence of

ADP. Because of this difference in affinity the terms "weak binding states" and "strong

binding states" were employed. X-ray diffraction studies from contracting muscle

demonstrated the existence of two such population of crossbridges (Huxley et al., 1985;
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Xu et aL.,1988). At low ionic strength and low temperature, rapid stiffness measurements

indicated that the number of attached crossbridge in relaxed fibres could be> 50o/o of the

number bound in rigor conditions (Brenner et a\.,1982). By inhibiting weak crossbridge

attachment to actin, both stiffness and active force decrease, which indicates that

attachment of weak binding crossbridges to actin is an essential step in the contractile

cycle and it follows that the state preceding force generation is a weak binding state

(Chalovich et al., I99I).

Siegman et al. (1976) showed that resting smooth muscle resistance to stretch was

Ca*2 dependent, suggestive of crossbridge attachment in unstimulated rabbit taenia coli.

The fact that stiffness of resting muscle could be as high as 50Yo of that of fully activated

canine airway smooth muscle implies that some crossbridges can interact with actin even

in relaxed muscle. The pre-attachment may also account for the precedence of stiffness

over force development in the same muscle tissue (Seow et al., 1978). All those

experimental data served well as evidence of the existence of weak binding crossbridges

in smooth muscle.

In spite of the demonstrated existence of contractile proteins (Shoenb erg et al.,

I976; Somlyo et aL.,1973,1977; Cooke et a|.,1972; Rice e/ aL.,1973),myosin and actin,

and some other cytoskeletal and extracellular matrix proteins (Campbell et al., 1979;

Berner et al., 1981; Lazaúdes I98I;Lazardes et al., 1975), such as a-actinin, talin,

phodrin, paxillin, desmin, vimentin, elastin, collagen, taminin, fibronectin and entactin,

in smooth muscle cells, there were till recently no known vertebrate smooth muscles with

well-defined myofibrils (Bagby, 1983). However, the inner plasma membranes of smooth
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muscle cells are covered by a dense, pafüally fibrous and partially amorphous materials,

termed membrane-associated dense bodies (MADB). Studies with antibody-staining have

shown that u-actinin, a protein also found in Z lines of striated muscle, is present in the

dense bodies (Schollmeyer et al, 1976). These dense bodies extend in the longitudinal

direction to a much greater distance than in their width, and attach to thin filaments and

intermediate filaments (Somlyo et aL,7973, 1977; Cook et al, 7972; Small et al, 1977a).

Large, electron-dense structures with amorphous ontlines were also found in the cytoplasm

of smooth muscle and termed cytoplasmic dense bodies (CDB) (Somlyo, 1980; Bagby,

1980). CDBs are elongated, longitudinally oriented, and roughly spindle-shaped in

muscles fixed at length near physiological L" (Somlyo, 1980). The majority of studies of

sectioned material confirm the close association and attachment of thin filaments with

cytoplasmic dense bodies (Somlyo, 1977, 7980; Shoenberg et al., 1976; Heumann, Ig73).

A recent study using heavy meromyosin SFl to label saponin-treated smooth muscle

showed that thin filaments attached to either end of CDBs and the thin filaments at one

end had opposite polarity to those at the other end (Bond et al.,19Sl). This findings is

of critical importance to the argument that CDBs are analogous to Z-lines since it

established the fact that actin-containing filaments bound to CDBs, and it established their

polarity being in the correct sense, with arrowheads pointing away from their CDB

attachments. A segregation of thick and thin filaments in Bufo Marinus stomach muscle

stretched beyond Lo was reported, which demonstrated a decreasing filament overlap with

stretch (Fisher, 197 4). In more recent studies (Bagby et ol. , 1 98 1 , 1 982), in addition to

the peripheral-to-central segregation into general zones with different f,rlament populations
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in stretched muscles, it was also consistently noted that stretch produced no zones of

thick-filament-only, while zones of thin-filament-only were common. This is consistent

with thin filaments being considerably longer than thick filaments, so that there is

considerable overlap and presumably interaction of thick and thin filaments over a wide

range of lengths.

REGULATION OF SMOOTH MUSCLE CONTRACTION By Ca*2-

CALMODULIN-MLCK REGULATED PHOSPHORYLATION OF

MLC2o

Since troponin, the regulatory protein on thin filaments of striated muscle, is

absent in smooth muscle, contraction of smooth muscle is regulated by other aspects.

However, it is well accepted that under physiological conditions smooth muscle activation

is initiated by increase of intra-cellular free Ca*2 ion concentration, as in striated muscle.

Using fluorescent Ca*z indicators, studies showed that the sarcoplasmic free Ca*2 falls in

the range of 120-270 nM in a resting smooth muscle cell and rises up to 500-700 nM in

a fully activated cell (Williams et al., 1986). The main sources of Ca*z in smooth muscle

are believed to be the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and the extracellular space, in each of

which the Ca*2 lies in the millimolar range (Devine, et a\.,1972). Plasmalemma bound

Ca*z has been suggested as an additional Ca*z source (Janis et al.,IgB7).

Smooth muscle calmodulin (CaM) belongs to a family of structurally-related Ca*2

-binding proteins (Walsh, 1994).Isolated CaM is a monomeric, globular protein of 16,680

dalton molecular weight, which has four Ca*2 binding domains (Cheung, 1980; Means ef

2.4
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al., 1980). The binding of Ca*z to each globular domain of CaM is positively cooperative

(Yazawa et a1.,1987). Ca*2 binding induces a marked conformational change in CaM,

as detected by fluorescence, circular dichroism and NMR spectroscopy, with exposure of

a site or sites of interaction with the target protein, myosin light chain kinase (MLCK)

(wang et al., 1975; seamon et al., 1980; walsh et al., 1979; Ikura et al., 1984). It is

reported that bindin g of Ca*z to three or all four sites of CaM was required for activation

of (MLCK) (Blumenthal et a1.,1980). Binding of Ca*2-calmodulin complex to MLCK to

form the Cao*z'çu*'MLCK complex converts MLCK from an inactive state to an active

state.

Smooth muscle myosin has two sets of light chains, the 17 kilodalton essential

light chain (MLC'?) and the 20 kilodalton regulatory light chain (MLC20). The MLC,, in

smooth muscle is not critical for enzymatic activity, but light-chain/heavy-chain

interactions play an important role in the conversion of chemical energy into mechanical

energy (Lowey et aL.,1993;Trybus, 1994b). on the other hand, MLC20 phosphorylation,

by MLCK, is essential for actin-activated myosin Mg*2-ATPase activity (Sobieszek,

1977a). A number of studies indicate that the actin-activated actomyosin Mg*2-ATPase

activity is very low in the absence of MLCro phosphorylation in smooth muscle (Chacko

et à1., 1977; Rees et ã1., 1981; Sobieszek et al., 1976; Sellers et ol., I98Z).

Phosphorylation of MLCro increases the rate of product release from the crossbridges and

maximum shortening velocity (Sellers et aL.,1987; V/arshaw et a|.,1990). Phosphorylated

smooth muscle MLC20 (by MLCK) can be dephosphorylated by myosin light chain

phosphatase (MLCP) (Pato et al., 1980; Kamm et al., 1985a; Somlyo et al., 1989).
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Recently, some studies suggested that activity of MLCP could be regulated and changed

during contraction (Kitazawa et al.,l99I, 1992; Ozaki et al.,I99I; Somlyo et a\.,1989),

thus affording additional control.

In contrast to initial smooth contraction, during sustained force development by

prolonged stimulation, free Ca*2, MLCro phosphorylation, Vo and energy consumption

levelled off at a value less than the peak values reached (Dillon et al., 1981 ; Kamm et al.,

1985a). It has been suggested that attached crossbridges remain in the force-generation

state longer, producing tension with low ATP consumption thus forming the so-called

latch-bridges (Hai et a|,7988a). A latch bridge is thought to form in an activated smooth

muscle when an attached crossbridge is dephosphorylated by MLCP, and cycles very

slowly or not at all. The mechanical result is reduced shortening velocity, which

presumably reflects reduced actomyosin ATPase activity and energy consumption.

However, since dephosphorylated myosin has a very low actin affinity (Sellers et al.,

1982, 1985), it remains obscure why crossbridges with dephosphorylated MLC20 would

remain in the force-generation state.

Despite many uncertainties about crossbridge regulation, Murphy and his co-

workers proposed the Ca*z - Calmodulin-MlCK regulation of MLCro phosphorylation

theory in the regulation of smooth muscle contraction (Dillon et al, 1981; Hai et al.,

1988a; Aksoy et aL.,1983b). It is believed that contracting smooth muscle possesses four

crossbridge states: free, attached, phosphorylated and dephosphorylated, in which

phosphorylated and dephosphorylated states are force-generating states and

dephosphorylated state is the so-called "latch state". Crossbridges have to go through all
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four states to complete a full cycle.

It has been known that MLCr' can be phosphorylated by kinases other than

MLCK, such as protein kinase C (Bengur et a|.,1987; Nishikawa et a\.,1983, 1985). This

kinase has been proposed to be involved in the regulation of the latch bridges (Rasmussen

et al., 1987). However, a report suggests that only MlCK-specific sites on the MLCro are

phosphorylated in activated tissue (Kamm et a\.,1988). C{2-calmodulin-dependent force

maintenance in skinned vascular smooth muscle has been shown independent of myosin

phosphorylation. A thin filament-related regulation mechanism acting in parallel with

myosin phosphorylation has then been hypothesized (Walsh, 199I; Moreland et al.,l99I).

Along with understanding of physiological functions of thin-filament proteins, caldesmon

and caponin are thought to be involved in regulation of smooth muscle contraction,

mainly by their inhibitory effects on actomyosin ATPase activity and the effect of

phosphorylation invitro (Hemric et aL.,1988; Gerthoffer, 1993;Yelaz et al, 1990; Walsh

1994) and by cross-linking of actin to myosin. However, in single vascular smooth muscle

cells, it has be shown that the force activation is not essentially regulated by the thin

filament associated mechanisms, but predominantly by myosin light chain kinase.

(Brozovich et al., 1994, 1995).

APPLICABILITY OF THE SLIDING-FILAMENT THEORY TO

SMOOTH MUSCLE CONTRACTION

There is fairly clear evidence for the existence of crossbridges on smooth muscle

thick frlaments, and their regular periodicity (i4.5 nm) similar to that for striated muscle
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spacing of crossbridges, despite the fact that the thick filament substructure may be

different (Small, 1977a; Small et al., 1980; Shoenberg et al., i9s0). The amino acid

sequences of smooth and skeletal muscle actins differ in only 6 out of 374 amino acids

(Vandekerckhove et al., 1979). The ability of skeletal and smooth muscle F-actins to

activate skeletal muscle HMM and smooth muscle SFl MgATPase is very similar

(Prochniewicz et al, 1980l' Strzelecka-Golaszewska et al, I98I), which indicates that

smooth and skeletal actins are structurally and functionally similar. Recently, the motility

assay technique was used to observe the sliding motion of single actin filament interacting

with smooth muscle myosin copolymers in vítro (Warshaw et al., 1990; Trybus et al.,

1991). Even though there are no systematic studies to date, based on existing evidence,

it seems there is no significant change in the length of both thick and thin filaments,

regardless of the length of the smooth muscle.

The cellular content of actin and tropomyosin in smooth muscle is about twice that

of striated muscle (Potter, 1974; Tregear et aL.,1973).In contrast, the myosin content of

smooth muscle is only one-fourth that of striated muscle (Murphy et al., 1974). This

correlates with the higher proportion of actin filaments to myosin filaments ( 1 3 to 1 5. 1 )

seen in thin cross-sections of smooth muscle in the electron microscope (Small et al.,

1983). Small groups of three or five thick filaments are aligned, surrounded by many thin

filaments (Ashton et sl, 1975). Such groups of thick filaments with interdigitating thin

filaments connected to dense bodies may be the equivalent of the sarcomere and have

been termed "mini-sarcomere" (Ashton et al, 1975; Somlyo, 1980).

The evidence thus far is strongly in favour of a sliding filament mechanism being
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applicable to smooth muscle, in terms of both biophysical properties and biochemical

composition and organization (Murphy, lg79).

ATP AND THE CROSSBRIDGE CYCLE IN SMOOTH MUSCLE

CONTRACTION

As in striated muscle, smooth muscle contraction requires a constant supply of

ATP molecules as aî energy source, for both crossbridge cycling and myosin

phosphorylation. It has been documented that the ATP consumption during muscle

activation varies under different contraction conditions (Hill, 1938 ,1970; V/oledge et al.,

1985). Any models of smooth muscle contraction must incorporate this observation.

Smooth muscle myosin MgATPase activity is the same or slightly less than that

of striated muscles (Marston, et al., 1980a; Sobieszek et al., 1977b), while actomyosin

MgATPase activity of smooth muscle is 50- 100 times less than that of fast skeletal muscle

(Sobieszek et al., 1975; Marston e/ al., 1980b; Small et al., 1977b; Hartshorne et al.,

1972). Low actin activation of smooth muscle myosin is obtained despite maximal

phosphorylation of the myosin, so low actomyosin ATPase activity is not due to the

myosin being only partially activated (Sobieszek et al,I977b; Chacko et al., 1977), nor

can the low activity be attributed to the actin since it is also obtained with skeletal muscle

actin which elicits maximal activation of skeletal muscle myosin and there is no evidence

that the activating ability of skeletal and smooth muscle F-actin is signif,rcantly different

(Marston et al., 1980b).

The studies on the mechanism of smooth muscle myosin Mg*2-ATPase and

2.6
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actomyosin ATPase are not as extensive as those of skeletal muscle myosin, but the data

available indicate that the mechanisms are the same (Marston, 1980b, 1983). Magnesium

ATP binds rapidly to the tightly bound actin-myosin complex to form a weakly bound

ternary complex. The bound MgATP is then hydrolyzed on the enryme in a moderately

fast step which is readily reversible. The myosinMgADP'Pi complex is relatively stable

in the absence of actin, but it can bind to actin by a rapidly reversible equilibrium reaction

to form a ternary complex actin'myosin'MgADP'Pi, which breaks down at arate at least

15 times faster than myosin'MgADPPi. This is the origin of the actin-activation of

myosin MgATPase.

2.7 MATHEMATICALMODELINGOF'MUSCLECONTRACTION

Modeling of muscle contraction provides concise and abstract means to study

relationships and interactions among a variety of biophysical and biochemical parameters

of muscle contraction. Such theoretical deliberation not only provides a technique to

generalise and unify various pieces of experimental evidence obtained from different types

of muscles, but also suggests some testable further hypotheses. Because of such

advantages, modeling of muscle contraction has been attempted.

As early as 1957, A.F. Huxley (1957) developed a sliding filament theory of

muscle contraction and formulated methods for determination of crossbridge distribution

at different velocities assuming linear attachment and detachment functions. Since then,

other investigators have tried various approaches to describe and simulate force generation

based on Huxley's sliding filament model (Comincioli et a|,1988; Hlll et al., 1974, 1975;
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Schoenberg, 1985, l99l; Williams, 1990; wood et al,1981). Eisenberg (Eisenberg e/

al., 1980) proposed a muscle contraction model based on a biochemical kinetic cycle for

actomyosin MgATPase activity; Lymn and Taylor, using purified actin and myosin carried

out transient-kinetic studies (197I) as a basis of their model. Efforts have been made to

incorporate the apparent cooperativity in crossbridge binding observed in experiments into

models of contraction (Brenner et al., 1986; Tozeren, 1987; Anderson et al., 1987;

Schoenberg, l99l). Brokaw (1976) developed a versatile stochastic protocol to evaluate

some of the mechanical properties of skeletal muscle. The protocol was used later to

simulate a motile crossbridge system (Pate et al, I99l) and force-stiffness curves of

skeletal muscles (Luo et al., 1993).

Along with modeling studies in skeletal muscle contraction, modeling of smooth

muscle contraction has been attempted. Gestrelius and Borgström (1986) proposed a

dynamic model of smooth muscle contraction, based on the transfer of energy via the

crossbridges. This was described as a "friction clutch" mechanism. The model

demonstrates a non-hyperbolic force-velocity relationship in its high-force domain.

However, Gerstrelius' model was solely based on the sliding filament theory and does not

specifically relate to smooth muscle contraction. Hai and Murphy (1988) proposed a four-

state, strain-independent crossbridge model for smooth muscle based on phosphorylation

of the 20,000 dalton myosin light chain (MLC20). By solving four determinative

differential equations simultaneously, Hai's model gave solutions for only the average

time course of force development and MLC20 phosphorylation. Later on, Hai and Murphy

(1988) linked their model to Huxley's strain-dependent model to yield a force-velocity
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relation. In his smooth muscle model, Hai assumed that force was directly proportional

to the fraction of attached crossbridges, regardless of the states they were in. So that

difference in stiffness between strongly binding crossbridges and latchbridges was simply

ignored. Furthermore, the force-velocity relationship derived from Hai's model was not

conventionally hyperbolic; rather it was exponential. The mechanistic linkage to Huxley's

model and analytical technique in obtaining solutions make it laborious, if not infeasible,

to simulate other strain-dependent parameters such as stiffness, and tension responses to

rapid length change. Except for Hai's four state model, all other models have depended

on Huxley's attachment-detachment two state model that was meant for skeletal muscle,

and because of the differences in regulation mechanisms, may not be appropriate for

smooth muscle.

2.8 PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS AND MONTE CARLO METHODS

It is known from diffraction data that crossbridges cycle randomly so that transfer

of crossbridge states should be treated by means of probability theory. We adopted

Brokaw's stochastic computational procedure to followthe time history of each individual

crossbridge based on its state transfer probability. V/e will describe the whole procedure

in the Materials and Methods section in detail. Only general aspects will be addressed

here.

Probabilify and probability function: The concept of probability may be

discussed in a general way as a theory based on an equally likely set of events, or as

relative frequencies, or as a subjective determination of fair odds.
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Let U represent the set of conceivable outcomers or universe; A, and A, be two

disjoint subsets of this universal set; P(4,) denote the probability associated with subset

Ai. Then, probability is a non-negative, additive measure function over the set of

outcomers and the measure associated with the total universe is 1. Hence, probability has

the following properties:

(r) P(A)>0

(rr) P(u):l

(Ð P(AiU A¡):P(4,)+P(Aj), A, and 4., disjoint

If the set of possible outcomers U is continuous in the sense that it can be mapped

on an interval I of the real numbers, a probability density function as can be defined as

a non-negative weight function on the interval such that its integral over I has the value

1. The set of possible outcomers U is a random variable or stochastic variable.

Suppose X is a random varible with density function p(x), Then the probability

that X lies in the interval l:(a,bl is P(a<X<b) and is termed probability function. Namely,

P(a<X<b)= [ "un{Ða*,
I=(a,bl

Monte Carlo method: The name Monte Carlo method arises from the fact

that this method uses random numbers similar to those coming out of roulette games. It

is a computing technique based mainly on the law of large numbers (Binder et al., 1984;

Golberg, 1984), and can be utilized in many different fields. Only theoretical

considerations will be described here.
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Let X be a random varible with a finite variation (Var(X;<co) on a sample space

0, P be a probability distribution on O. The pair (0, P) is called a probability space. Let

ltxbe the expectation of x, i.e. E(X):p".Then we have the law of large numbers:

Theorem: Let X,, x2, ..., Xn be a random sample of size n of a random variable X

such that Var(X)<co. Then for any e>0

::L Pllx,-¡t*l<eI=l
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3 ASSUMPTIONS AND GOALS OF THE STUDY

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

Mathematical modeling is a scientific approach to extract only parameters that we

are interested in from real-world systems, which generally are too complicated to be

studied directly, under the basis of some idealized assumptions. Because smooth muscle

contraction is not fully understood in terms of regulatory mechanisms and crossbridge

interaction, some simplified andidealized assumptions have to be made in order to pursue

computer simulations, which arc itemized below:

1. Ca*2-Camodulin-dependent myosin light chain (MLCr') phosphorylation is

the primary regulatory mechanism in a living smooth muscle cell.

2. The two myosin heads are independent in terms of phosphorylation and

cycling, only for simplicity.

There is no competition between neighbouring crossbridges for the same

binding site on actin.

All kinetic steps involved in smooth muscle contraction can be described

by f,rrst-order enzymatic kinetics, or first-order differential equations.

3.2 GOALS

In studies of smooth muscle contraction, some relationships of mechanical

parameters such as force, length, stiffness and shortening velocity, as well as those of

biochemical parameters such as MLCro phosphorylation and ATPase activity, under

ôJ.

4.
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different contraction conditions are of greater interest to most investigators. Models of

smooth muscle contraction should be able to describe most known relationships from

experimental data and predict some relationships that are not known yet but testable.

Existing models of smooth muscle contraction failed to address some, or other, of those

topics. Therefore, my general aim is to establish a comprehensive model which can

address all those topic to certain extents based on all information available to date. The

model should be flexible enough that it can easily adapt to newly-found experimental

evidence. The specific goals of the modeling follow:

1. Development of strain-dependent model for smooth muscle contraction,

based on enn¡matic reactions occurring during smooth muscle activation,

and also incorporating the weakly-binding state.

Adoption of the Monte Carlo stochastic method and the transfer probability

functions to simulate interaction between myosin and actin filaments.

Development of a computer program to carry out such simulations and

visualize the time courses of all resultant parameters.

comparison and verification of the model predictions with existing

experimental data from a smooth muscle preparation, in terms of its

biophysical and biochemical properties.

Determination of actomyosin MgATPase activities of chemically skinned

smooth muscle preparation under different contraction conditions.

Comparison of the model predictions on actomyosin MgATP consumption

with the experimental data.

2.

-1-

4.

5.

6.
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4 MATERTALS AND METHODS

4.1 FIVE-STATE MODEL OF SMOOTH MUSCLE CONTRACTION

My original goal was to develop a stain-dependent model which could describe

most, if not all, of the mechanical properties of an activated smooth muscle, such as time

courses of isometric force development and myosin phosphorylation, force transients after

rapid length changes, isovelocity shortening, and the force-velocity relationship, with

potential for further application to simulation of auxotonic shortening, and total rate of

energy liberation. Based on previous studies of smooth muscle contraction, as discussed

in the Introduction/Literature Review section, it was assumed that Ca*2-CaM-dependent

myosin light chain (LC,J phosphorylation and MgATP utilization by crossbridges, in both

phosphorylation and cycling, were the primary postulated regulatory mechanisms in a

living smooth muscle cell. We, therefore, initially modelled crossbridge interactions in

smooth muscle. In the scheme of figure 3, crossbridges possess five states: unattached,

unphosphorylated with a hydrolysed ATP attached to the head of the myosin heavy chain

(A+M'ADP'P,, state 1), unattached, phosphorylated with an attached hydrolysed ATP

(A+Me'ADP'P,, state 2), attached and phosphorylated (A.Me.ADp.pi, weakly binding,

state 3), attached and phosphorylated without bound ATP (A'Mo, strongly binding, state

4) and aftached and currently dephosphorylated (A'M, latch bridge, state 5) (Fig. 3).
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top-left and proceeding clockwise: unattached, unphosphorylated

(A+M'ADP.P,; state 1), unattached, phosphorylated (A+Me.ADP.P,; stare

2), attached and phosphorylated with a hydrolysed ATP bound
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The mean behaviour of the kinetically based model can also be described by five

determinative linear differential equations: The five states in the figure 3 were linked by

ten rate functions: k,(t) and kr(t) represented Ca*2-calmodulin-activated MLC20

phosphorylation by myosin light chain kinase of a resting crossbridge and a latchbridge,

respectively; or activity of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK); k, and k, represented the

activity of myosin light chain phosphatase (MLCP) or dephosphorylation of MLCro; kr(x,t)

and ko(x,t) were rate functions representing phosphorylated crossbridge association and

dissociation with a strain x at time t; k, was arate constant representing the transfer from

the weakly to strongly binding states via P, and ADP release; ku was a rate constant
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simply representing the reverse transition; lq and k,o were rate constants representing

crossbridge dissociation of a latchbridge and a strongly bound crossbridge, respectively;

t represented time in seconds and x represented strain of an attached crossbridge in

nanometres; Nr(t) represented number of crossbridges in state I (I::i...5) at time t.

4.2 DETERMINATION OF THE MODEL RATE FI'NCTIONS

We assumed that the affinities of MLCK and MLCP for detached and attached

crossbridges are similar so that kr(t):k8(t) and k :k, due to the lack of direct evidence

showing they were different (Hai et al. 1988a). The suggestive evidence for these

assumptions was that the MLC20 phosphorylation transient at I.5 Lo was very similar to

that at 1.0 Lo, while the isometric stress was only -20 % of that at L" (Aksoy et al.,

1983a). If the decrease in force development at 1.5 Lo was due to a decrease of filament

overlap, this result implies that the affinities of MLCK and MLCP for attached and

detached crossbridges are not very different. To mimic intra-cellul ar C{2 transients that

appear during stimulation, and regulate MLCro phosphorylation, the rate function k,(t)

of activity of MLCK was given the form (Fig. 4):

lr"'-l 0</<0.5
kít)=10.24 0.5</<5

f o. t t*0. r3e -Pa-Ð Þ5

where the values of cv and B in equation 6 could be determined from the time

course of unloaded shortening velocities (Stephens et al., 1986) and used to f,rt the time

course of myosin light chain phosphorylation in isometric contractions (Jiang et al., 1992).

(1)
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For canine airway smooth muscle, a and 0 had values of 0.43 and 4, respectively.

It has been recently found that the activity of myosin phosphatase can be

regulated and changed during contraction (T. Kitazawa et al, 199I, T992). In terms of

computer simulation, the ratio of k, and k, is of greater importance than their actual

values and therefore, purely for simplicity, we assumed thatk, was constant during the

entire contraction, and had a value of 0.24.

For rate functions kr(x,t) and ko(x,t) (Fig. 5), we adopted Huxley's strain-

dependent function formats but chose an attachment-to-detachment ratio of 4:1 for smooth

muscle phosphorylated cycling crossbridges as reported by Hai et al, 1988a. The actual

values were selected by curve fitting of isometric force transients:

( L.6xt_ln
k r{x,Ð= ] t.ax o,t (r,-t¡

lhlo

lo.q,t_
k4@,t)=1 h

l+o

tcTr,O<x<h

t>Tr,0<x<h

Otherwße

0<x

x<0

(2)

(3)
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where T. was the duration of stimulation, h was the maximum power stroke of the

crossbridge, and given the value of 11 nm (Finer et al,1994). The constant 7 in equation

(2) had a value of 2 by curve fitting the force trace during the relaxation phase of canine

airway smooth muscle.

For crossbridge state transformation from weak binding to strong binding, we

chose kr:60ku to fit the experimental evidence that crossbridge attachment or stiffness

preceded force generation by 500 ms reported for ca¡ine tracheal smooth muscle (Seow

et a1.,1987; Kamm et a1.,1986). We took ku:0.01 to reflect the fact that P, release is the

limiting step in ATP hydrolysis of crossbridge cycling in smooth muscle contraction

(Butler et al., i990).

Because of the factthat the maximum shortening velocity Vo at early contraction

was l.S-fold greater than that atlater contraction (Seow et al, 1988; Wang et al, 1994),

we postulated that the fraction of latch bridges, which cycled slowly and acted as internal

resistances in a rapidly shortening muscle, increased with time which enabled us to

assume k,o:l.5kn. We chose kn:0.15 to fit experimental data on ATPase activity of

canine airway smooth muscle.

4.3 STATE TRANSFER PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS

For present purposes we simplified our model to a two state model, from which

the following was mathematically deduced.
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We assumed

kinetic reaction shown

could be described by

differential equations :

the first order

on the right and

two first order

State A

State B
')(-

4=sB-fAdt

4+ott
a.t

¿= I 4¡rr-ff.Ðt
f.s

g= f -¡rs -f.t)t
f*s

1=8+þ-¡r=f FOf*s f*g'

(A1)

Where f and g are constants. At equilibrium state, the time rates were zero, which

yielded A*B:1.

On the other hand, by solving the two differential equations, we obtained the

following solutions,

Where k is an integration constant.

In order to determine the probability that a crossbridge which is in state A at time

t:0 is in state B at time At, we assume A:1 at t:0. From the solutions above, we have

(42)

(A3)

When t:At
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1-64=l+þ¿ -(Î.ÐLt (A4)
f.s

and then

LA=k-ke-çf+g)At

=L0-, -ff+B)^\ (45)

l+g

Since A has been normalized (0lA<1), we could consider A as the probability that

crossbridges are in state A at time t. AA, therefore, is the probability that a crossbridge

which is in state A at time t is in state B at time t+At.

To determine crossbridge distribution among the five states at any given moment,

we employed Brokaw's computational procedure, which was more flexible and based on

transfer probability functions between two connected crossbridge states. Based on the ten

rate functions k,(t)-kro md the formula we derived above (45), we could obtain the

probability function for MLCro phosphorylation Por, at time t:

rooa>=-P:(l-e-k(t).kz4))tt, $)k{t)+kz?)'

likewise, the probability of myosin dephosphorylation (Po"oJ was given by:

P*orØ=, !'!Gr) ,.,(l-e-k(t).kz,))tt, (5)
kt?)+kz(t)'

The probability P, that a crossbridge was attached to actin with extension x at time

t during a short time period At was given by the following equation:
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(6)

The probability that a crossbridge was detached with an extension x during a short

time period At Ps was given by:

k.k.t\p!)d.t\='"3*"' fl-e-(4(x't)+ka@l))At¡

p 
s@,t) 

= u(:ffi; Ð(t 
- ¿ 

- (4@'t¡ * k 4@'t)) 
^t )

P,(* Ð = :+ (L - e 
- &'. k ut tt,

Ks+Ks

P *(*,Ð = J+ (r - e 
- & s. k à at,

Ks+Ks

The probability of weak binding crossbridges converting to strong binding P. with

strain x, at time t, was given by:

(7)

(e)

(8)

The probability P* of strong binding crossbridges reverting to weak binding with

strain x at time t was given by:

The probability of crossbridge detachment from strong binding state P.o* was

given by:

P*rr=1-g-krcLt (10)

The probability of crossbridges detachment from latch state P,o* was given by:

P^rr=1-g-ks\t (1 1)
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4.4 FORMULATIONS OF MUSCLE PARAMETERS

In order to simulate strain-dependent parameters, such as force-velocity

relationships, stiffness and tension responses to rapid small length changes, combined with

tension and phosphorylation, certain assumptions about spatial arrangements of the thick

and thin filaments of smooth muscle have to be specified. To avoid additional complexity,

we assumed that crossbridges were located at equal intervals, dr, along a myosin f,rlament.

Each crossbridge was indexed by Nr. Bridge binding sites along an actin filament were

located at an interval d,, which was parallel to the myosin filament and labelled by N..

'We 
chose values of 42.9 nm and 12 nm d, and d., respectively (Small et al., I977a; Small

et a1.,1980; Shoenberg et a1.,1980). The exact separation of actin binding sites (12 nm)

was unimportant, provided the spacing was suff,rcient to eliminate the chance of

competition between neighbouring crossbridges for the same binding site. In other words,

the crossbridges could not attach to more than one binding site. Because of the greater

length of thick filaments in smooth muscle, 2.2 p"m compared to 1.65 ¡rm in vertebrate

striated muscle (Ashton et al. 1975) and single polarity of crossbridges on the thick

filament (Craig et al., 1977), there should be approximately 25 crossbridges attached to

the thick filament in a half contractile unilmini-sarcomere in one direction. We truncated

the total number of crossbridges into parallel affays of 25 crossbridges. The actin fîlament

was organized in similar fashion (Fig. 6).

A constant xo was used to represent the initial relative position of the filaments

before simulation. A length control variable o was used to obtain a measure of

displacement between the filaments in terms of the current position of the origin of the
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binding site sequence relative to the origin of the crossbridge sequence, which enabled us

to control the muscle length during simulations so that we could simulate length change

experiments such as isovelocity, isotonic and auxotonic shortenings. The strain variable

x between any binding site N. and crossbridge N, could then be obtained:

x=xo+o+(N, MOD 25)d,-N LdL (t2)

Where MOD represented the mathematical modulation operator.
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Crossbridge

2s Myosin

l- d|- -l 50 Myosin

Binding Site

Fig 6. Alignment of the thin and thick filaments in a half contractile unit length

(1.1 ¡rm) used in our computer simulation. N, and N. represent the Nrth

crossbridge and the N,th binding site, respectively; d, (42.9 nm) and d, (12

nm) represent distance between two successive crossbridges and binding

sites, respectively.
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According to A.F. Huxley's theory (1957), the force generated by a crossbridge

is proportional to its extension x and stiffness modulus; and the average force per

crossbridge P(t) for a population N"o can be obtained by adding all force generated by the

force-generation crossbridges (strongly binding and latch bridges) and dividing the result

by the total number of crossbridges N"o:

P(t)=
EÍk*Nùl.EtÆ¿W,)l

(13)

Where k. and k, were the stiffness modulus of the strongly binding and latch

crossbridges, which gave the isometric force per crossbridge in the piconewton range

(Finer et al., 1994). x(Nr) and xQrl,) represented the extensions for latch and strongly

binding crossbridges, respectively. Since only weakly bound crossbridges were present in

a resting muscle, Seow's normalized stiffness dafa (1987) suggested that strongly bound

crossbridges were about twice as stiff as weakly bound ones and latchbridges were about

3.4-fold as stiff as strongly bound crossbridges for canine smooth muscle. We therefore

simply assumed k*:0.5 k, and k:3.4 k,. Our early studies also indicated that latchbridges

possessed higher force potential (load-bearing capacity) than normal crossbridges, which

supported our assumption (Stephens et al, 1982). We chose k.:0.7 pN/nm from striated

muscle data (Goldman, 1994) due to lack of direct measurement from smooth muscle

preparations.

The total elastic force generated by the ensemble of crossbridges was balanced

against any imposed external load and internal resistances by changing the relative spatial

position between the crossbridges and their binding sites. To determine the amount of

N"t
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shortening distance Ax in one time step At of simulation under certain external load,

applied the force balance equation:

AP= (k"A")N" + (k *Lx) N .+ (k, Aþ N ¡ (r4)

Where N,, N* and N, were the number of strongly binding, weakly binding and

latch crossbridges; and AP:N"o(P(t)-load per_crossbridge). Hence

Lx= (i 5)ktN"+kJ{,*k,N*

We assumed that in relaxed tissues all crossbridges were unattached in terms of

force generation, and about 20%o of the crossbridges were phosphorylated to correspond

to the fact that about 20%o of the myosin light chains (LCro) were phosphorylated in

resting tissues as reported for canine tracheal smooth muscle (Jiang et al., 1992).

4.5 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Mainly for its flexibility, I adopted Brokaw's stochastic method, which follows the

time-history of individual crossbridges in a large population to determine the transfer

probabilities between states and what actual states they are in at each small time

increment. At any desigated moment, the length parameters can be changed to simulate

quick length change experiments. Likewise, the force parameters can be altered to mimic

after-load isotonic shortening experiments. By changing external load parameters

according to the amount of shortening at the previous step, auxotonic shortening

behaviour of smooth muscle can be easily simulated.

AP
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The computational procedure for determination of the time-course of crossbridge

population activation can be given by repetition of the following steps:

Step I set all crossbridge extension variable x(Nr) equal to zero (unattached);

randomly choose 20Yo of crossbridges and set them as phosphorylated

(phosQ.{r)::2).

For each unattached and phosphorylated crossbridge Nr, calculate the

probability of dephosphorylation Pa"p¡(t) and compare with a

pseudouniform random number in the interval (0,1). If pa"pn(t) is larger

than the random number, the crossbridge is regarded as being

dephosphorylated, and is depicted by setting phos(Nr)::O.

For each unattached and unphosphorylated crossbridge Nr, calculate the

probability of phosphorylation Por,(t) and compare with a pseudorandom

number. If Peh(t) is larger than the random number, the crossbridge is

regarded as being phosphorylated, and is depicted by setting phos(lrtr)::3.

For each attached and phosphorylated weakly binding crossbridge Nr,

calculate the probability of detachment Pr(x,t) and compare with a

pseudorandom number. If P(x,t) is larger than the random number, the

crossbridge taken to be detached, and depicted by setting xQ.ü,_)::O and

phos(Nlr)::3.

For each unattached and phosphorylated crossbridge N¡, calculate the

potential extension x and the probability of attachment P(x,t), and compare

with a random number. If P(x,t) is larger than the random number, the

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
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Step 6

Step 7

Step I

Step 9

Step I0

crossbridge was said to be weakly bound to its nearest binding site, and

depicted by setting xQ.trr)::x and phosQ.tr,)::2.

For each attached and phosphorylated strongly binding crossbridge Nr,

calculate the probability P*(t) and compare with random number in the

interval (0,1). If P*(t) is larger than the random number, the crossbridge

is taken to be in weak binding state by setting phos(Nr)::2.

For each attached and phosphorylated weakly binding crossbridge Nr,

calculate the probability P,(t) and compare with a random number. If p,(t)

is larger than the random number, the crossbridge is assumed to have

returned to its strong binding state; this is depicted by setting phosQ.{r)::i.

For each attached and dephosphorylated latchbridge Nr, calculate the

probability Po¡(t) and comp¿Ìre with a random number. If peh(t) is larger

than the random number, the crossbridge is regarded as being

phosphorylated to form the strong binding state; this is depicted by setting

phos(Nr)::1.

For each attached and phosphorylated strongly binding crossbridge Nr,

calculate the probability Po.on(t) and compare with a random number. If

Pa"pr.,(t) is larger than the random number, the crossbridge is taken to be

dephosphorylated by setting phos(lt{r)::0.

For each attached and phosphorylated strongly binding crossbridge Nr,

calculate the probability P,AT' and compare it with a random number, if

Pro* is larger than the random number, the crossbridge is taken to be
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detached; this is depicted by setting xQ.trr)::Q and phos(Nr)::3.

Step I I For each attached and unphosphorylated latch bridg" Nr, calculate the

probability P,o* and compare with a random number. If P,o'" is larger than

the random number, the crossbridge is taken to be detached and denoted

by setting x${r)::0 and phos(lrtr )::0.

Step 12 (A) Evaluate the average force per crossbridge by using equation.(13);

(B) Evaluate the shortening distance and update the extension of each

attached crossbridge if not in an isometric contraction;

(C ) If t is less than duration of simulation (T,), go to step 2.

where Phos(Nr) was a variable to indicate the phosphorylation status of each

crossbridge (0: unattached, unphosphorylated; 1: unattached, phosphorylated; 2: weakly

attached, phosphorylated; 3 : strongly atiached, phosphorylated).

A computation program (See Appendix for source code) was developed to carry

out such simulations and depict the time courses of all parameters, using TURBO

PASCAL V6.0 on an IBM personal computer DX486-66 with a math coprocessor. All

simulations were conducted on a crossbridge population of 10,000, time increment of 0.01

seconds and duration of 20 seconds unless stated otherwise. A typical computing time was

25 minutes. The size of the crossbridge population was considered to be adequate for

present studies since the simulations provided such small standard errors that they were

hardly visible in the figures in most cases.
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4.6 ATPase ACTIVITY DETERMINATION

Besides using existing reported experimental data both from our laboratory and

others, we also directly measured ATPase activity of a chemically skinned, canine airway

smooth muscle to verify the validity of the model in terms of smooth muscle energetics.

The NADH fluorescence method we used allowed us to determine ATP

consumption/ATPase activity of an activated smooth muscle under different contraction

conditions.

Phosphorylation level of myosin light chain (MLC20) was determined by a dynamic

balance of activities of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) and myosin light chain

phosphatase (MLCP). MLCP has a Q,o of 5.2 and reducing temperature from 3l to 22

degrees reduces its activity (Murphy, personal communication) considerably. It is also

believed that the latch phenomenon depends on an active phosphatase and thus flux of

phosphate through Serre of the myosin regulatory light chain which is impaired by the

skinning process. Bearing all those limitations of a chemically skinned smooth muscle

preparation, comparisons were only made within the same preparations. However,

tendencies observed in intact smooth muscle preparations are expected to be sustained in

skinned preparations.

4.6.1 PreparotÌon of muscle strips.

A rapidly removed trachea from an anaesthetized dog was placed in a beaker of

ice-cold Ca*2-free Krebs-Henseleit solution, composed of (in mM) 112.6 NaCl, 25

NaHCOr, 1.38 NaHrPC4, 4.7 KCL,2.46 MgSOo and 5.56 dextrose, aerated with 95Yo O,
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and 5yo COr, and a strip of muscle was dissected in gassed Ca*z-free Krebs-Henseleit

solution under a dissecting microscope. The strips used in such experiments possessed an

average length of 3 mm, thickness of 0.2 mm, width of 0.3 mm and weight of 0.2 mg.

The tissues could be maintained in a viable state for at least 4 days at 4 Co.In this study,

to ensure maximual ATPase acfivity, all experiments were performed within two days of

removal from the animal.

4.6.2 Skinning procedure.

The thin strips were detergent skinned using Triton X-100 as described by Cortijo

et al. (1987). Namely, the strips \ /ere exposed to a skirming solution containing (in mM)

50 K-acetate, 150 sucrose, 1 dithiothreitol (DTT), 5 ethylene glycol-bis(B-aminoethyl

ether)-N,N,N',N'-tettaacetic acid (EGTA),20Imidazole and l%o Triton X-100 (pH 7.4

at 22 'C with KOH), for 1.5 hours at 22 "C. Then the strips were rinsed using the same

solution without Triton X-100.

Skinned muscle strips to be used for measurement of ATPase activity were

mounted in a lever system designed by Dr. Konrad Güth (Muscle Research Station,

Scientific Instruments, Heidelberg, Germany, also see Guth et aI., 1986). The strips were

mounted between two stainless steel tweezers, one of which was attached to a force

transducer and the other to a servo-motor, in a small (1x1 mm) square quartz cuvette

containing high-EGTA relaxing solution for 15 minutes and changing to tow-EGTA

relaxing solution.

The strips were stretched to a length that produced 15 mg resting force. This level

of passive force was about 7 Yo of maximal active force produced by this smooth muscle
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preparation. If passive force of intact canine tracheal smooth muscle is 5-10% of active

maximum force (Po), the strips are rrear the length at which optimal active force is

developed. The mounted strips were perfused with a fresh low-EGTA relaxing solution

every 20 seconds until a stable resting force was obtained. Contractions weïe initiated by

introducing the contracting solution, which has the same composition as low-EGTA

solution except for the inclusion of 25 ¡,lM free Ca*z. Total ion concentrations were

calculated from the desired free ion concentrations by a computer program (Maxchelator,

by Chris Patton, Hopkins Marine Station, Pacif,rc Grove, CA 93950-3094) based on the

multiple ionic equilibrium equations using binding constants (Vianna, I975;Donaldson

et al.,lg75). The final solution was checked using a Ca*2-specific ion sensitive electrode

(Orion Research Inc., Cambridge, MA, model 93-20).

The hydrolysis of ATP was measured by the NADH fluorescence method, in

which ATP is regenerated from ADP and phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) by the enzyme

pyruvate kinase (PK) (Güth et al., 1986). This reaction is coupled to the oxidation of

NADH (fluorescent) to NAD (non-fluorescent) and the reduction of pyruvate to lactate

by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (Takashi et a1.,1979):

ATP+ADP+P¡

ADP + PEP + ATP + pyruvate (catalyzed by PK)

pyruvate + NADH + NAD+ * lactate (catalyzed by LDH)

The solution was excited at 340 nm and the resultant fluorescence was detected
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at 470 nm by a photometer. The solution in the cuvette was completely changed every 20

seconds. The signal outputs from the lever were digitized by an IBM 386 personal

computer, which analyzed and plotted out the data using a customized computer program.

A linear regression of the records of change in fluorescence collected between 5 and 15

s following perfusion was used to calculate ATPase activity. The signal outputs from the

lever were digitized by an IBM personal computer, which analyzed and plotted out the

data using a customized computer program.

4.7 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data were expressed in terms of meanstsEs (Standard Errors); comparsions

between two groups were carried out by using Student's t-test. A p levei <0.05 was

considered significant.
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Table 1. Composition of solutions used in determination of ATPase activity

in mM

Low-EGTA

Relaxing

High-EGTA

Relaxing

Contracting

Solution

EGTA 0.1 5 0.1

Imidazole 20 20 20

K-acetate 45 45 45

DTT 1 1 I

MgCl, 6.1 6.1 6.1

Na,ATP 5.6 5.6 5.6

NaN, I 1 1

Free Ca*2 (¡,r,M) <10-e <10-e 20

Note: All solutions contained (in mM) 1 free Mg*z,5 phosphoenol-pyruvate (pEp), 0.2

P1,P5-di(adenosine-5') pentaphosphate, 0.6 nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide,

reduced form Q.{ADH), 50 units/ml pyruvate kinase (PK) and 70 units/mllactate

dehydrogenase (LDH).

ATPase activity was determined at 22oC, pH:6.8
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5 RESULTS

5.1 LENGTH-TENSIONRELATIONSHIP

Length-Tension curves provide major experimental support to the sliding filament

theory. The similarity of length-tension relationships between smooth and striated muscles

indicates that smooth muscles have a sarcomere-like structure (Stephens et al, 1969).

Because our modelling was partially based on the sliding filament theory and spatial

alignment of thin and thick filaments, our five-state model should yield a reasonable

length-tension relationship. Only active tension can be shown (Fig. 7) since no preloads

are needed to keep the simulated muscle at given initial lengths. As expected, the steady-

state isometric force increases with increase of the initial muscle length up to Lo and then

decreases when the initial length is beyond L..

5.2 ISOMETRIC FORCE DEYELOPMENT

'When 
muscle contracted isometrically, it was assumed there was neither relative

sliding movement of the filaments, nor compression of the parallel elastic component.

The active force was proportional to the number of attached crossbridges per contractile

unit, which were in the strongly binding and latch states (equation 13). Figure 8 shows

isometric force trace vs. time. The muscle reached its isometric force peak about 8

seconds after onset of contraction and remained at the plateau. In isolated canine airway

smooth muscle the contraction time is about 8 seconds (see panel B of fîgure 8).
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5.3 FORCE-VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP

Compared with striated muscles, the shortening velocity of smooth muscle was

considerably less. The reported maximum un-loaded shortening velocity, Vo, of avariety

of smooth muscles ranged widely from 0.022Iols (Singer et al, 1987) to 0.509 l"/s (Seow

et al, 1988). In our modelling, the muscle was allowed to shorten at a series of iso-

velocities by a constant decrement for each time step and the steady force development

was examined. The results are shown by the data points in Figure 9. A conventional

force-velocity relation was obtained. The unloaded maximum velocity, Vo, was 123.3

nm/s, or 0.056 lols, (n:10) was obtained by fitting our non-hyperbolic force-velocity

equation to the data (Wang et al, T994), which was not significantly different from 114.5

nm,/s, or 0.052 1"/s, (n:10) obtained by Hill's force-velocity equation.

5.4 STIFFNESS-FORCE-TIME RELATIONSHIP

Since muscle stiffness is an index of the number of the attached crossbridges, we

could, in reverse, estimate the stiffness by counting the number of the attached

crossbridges. Figure i0 shows the force initially lagged behind the stiffness by about 500

milliseconds, which corresponded to experimental data (Seow et al, T987; Kamm et al.,

1986). The stiffness reached its saturated value about 4 seconds after onset of simulation,

during which force increased and remained at a plateau value without further increase in

number of attached crossbridges. The fraction of latch and normally cycling bridges

increased with time, which corresponded to the force elevation after the stiffness reached

its peak.
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5.5 FORCE TRANSIENTS AFTER RAPID LENGTH CHANGES

The force response of a muscle contractile unit to rapid length changes could be

easily simulated by abruptly changing length variable o at a certain time and holding it

at this length till the end of simulation. Figure 11 shows the force transients that develop

after an abrupt 2 nm (about 0.lo/o contractile unit length) length increase (A) and 2 nm

decrease in length (B) with a time step of 0.5 ms. At these magnitudes of length changes,

no significant stiffness changes were observed so that the number of attached crossbridges

remained practically unchanged. The force, as expected after a quick drop or rise resulting

from the elastic property of muscle (mainly the series elastic component (SEC)) recovered

reflecting the rearrangement of crossbridges at the new length. The early recovery time

of quick release, however, was shorter than that of quick stretch which resembles what

occurs in skeletal muscle (Ford et al, 1977). The early recovery time is in the range of

seconds for smooth muscle (Siegman et al., 1980; Butler et al., 1982), compared to the

millisecond range for skeletal muscle (Huxley, 1957; Ford et al., 1977).In the quick

release case, two fast force transients followed by a slow transient were observed with

some variability due to stochastic fluctuations arising from our model simulation. No

experimental data from smooth muscle are available to date for comparision. A plot of

Tt (extreme tension reached during step) and T, (tension approached during quick

recovery phase) against magnitude of sudden length change is shown in Figure 12. The

T, curve showed a linearity referred to small stretches and releases; the T, curve was

flatter than that of striated muscle (Pfitzer et al, 1982; Huxley, l97l).
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Plots of the instantaneous tension at the end of the length step (T,), and at

the plateau following early tension Íecovery (Tr), against the amplitude of

the length step. T,/To curve showed a linearity referred to small stretches

and releases, which demonstrated the same tendency as that of vascular

smooth muscle; TrlTo curve was flatter than that of striated muscle reported

by Huxley (1971). No experimental evidence has been reported on the

TrlTo curve from any smooth muscle preparation yet.
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5.6 MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN PHOSPHORYLATION

Adding up all crossbridges in the phosphorylated states (states 2,3 and 4) yielded

a value for the fraction of phosphorylated crossbridges. The phosphorylation level, as

expected, preceded the force, reached its peak at about 5 seconds after the onset of

stimulation, and gradually decreased to a lower steady level (about 70o/o of its peak value)

in the later phase, during which force increased and was then maintained at a plateau

value. Figure 13 (Panel A) shows the time course of phosphorylation; Panel B depicts

experimental data from canine tracheal smooth muscle (Jiang et al, 1992).

5.7 LC20 PHOSPHORYLATION-FORCE-VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP

LCro phosphorylation level determines smooth muscle activation state, so that the

maximum shortening velocities and force in steady state should be dependent on sustained

level of myosin phosphorylation. By changing the sustained value of the phosphorylation

function kr(t) (0.05 - 0.6) while other parameters remain unchanged, different levels of

myosin phosphorylation (Il% - 6l%o) can be achieved. A family of force-velocity curves

then can be obtained under each different phosphorylation level. Figure 14 shows MLC20

phosphorylation-force-velocity relationship. The maximum shortening velocity is linearly

related to the level of phosphorylation, which corresponds well with experimental data

(Kamm et al., 1985a), while force generation has a quasi-hyperbolic dependence on

phosphorylation (Murphy, 199 4).
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5 seconds and then gradually decreased to a lower level while force

increased and then maintained a plateau value. This was similar to the

experimental curves for vascular smooth muscle reported by Murphy's

group and for tracheal smooth muscle by Jiang and Stephens (Panel B).
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The steady-state values of shortening velocity and force are a function of

the fraction of the phosphorylated crossbridges. The velocities and force

are expressed as the fraction of those at 60%o phosphorylation, which is the
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5.8 LENGTH-LCT|PHOSPHORYLATION RELATIONSHIP

Length-dependent MLC20 phosphorylation has been reported for swine carotid

arterial and canine airway smooth muscle (Hai, I99l; Jiang; 1992). The length

dependency could be simulated by setting initial length variable oo at different values in

isometric contraction simulations. Figure 15 (Panel A) shows the time courses of MLCro

phosphorylation at two different muscle lengths. The muscle at Lo tends to have both

higher peak and sustained values of MLCro phosphorylation than those at shorter length,

which corresponded well with experimental data reported of swine carotid artery smooth

muscle (Panel B) (Hai, 1991).

5.9 ATPase ACTMTY OF ISOTONIC vs ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION

It has been shown that intra-cellular free Ca*z concentration and MLC20

phosphorylation level of isotonic shortening were lower than those of isometric

contraction in canine airway smooth muscle (Jiang et al., 1992, 1993). The mechanisms

of those observations were not clear. One possible explanation was the occurrence of

shortening deactivation of smooth muscle. To check this hypothesis, myosin ATPase

activity under those conditions were simulated. In a full crossbridge cycle of smooth

muscle contraction, two ATP molecules are needed, one for MLC20 phosphorylation and

the other for crossbridge cycling.By counting ATP molecules hydrolyzed in each time

increment of simulation, the total myosin ATPase activity can be evaluated. Simulations

showed that isometric contraction tends to have lower ATPase activity than that of

isotonic shortening af 5 %o P" (Fig. 16).
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Length-dependent changes in MLCro phosphorylation. Panel A: Time
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of Lo and 0.5 L". Panel B: Myosin phosphorylation induced by K*

depolarization in intact smooth muscle of swine carotid arteries at length
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5.10 LENGTH-DEPENDENCE OF ATPase ACTIVITy

Two simulation procotols were used in these modelings:

Length-dependence in steady-state: The initial length variable øo was set to a

series of values, which represented different initial muscle length from 0.5 to 1.2 Lo. The

total ATPase activity at steady state in isometric contraction at each different length was

used to plot the length-ATPase curve showed in Figure 17 (Panel A). From a shorter

length (0.5 L"), ATPase activity increases linearly to the peak value with increase of

initial length up to Lo and then declines to lower values when initial length is longer than

Lo. Experimental curves are very similar to the simulated.

Initial length dependence in isometric contraction: The initial length variable

oo was set to the values represented by different initial muscle lengths of 1.0 and 1.3 L".

The time courses of total ATPase activity of isometric contractions at those lengths are

shown in Figure 18 (Panel A). ATPase activities increased rapidly to the maximum values

after onset of stimulation and then gradually decreased to lower sustained values. The

peak values were reached at about 1s after stimulation and therefore preceded MLC20

phosphorylation, which peaked at 5s. ATPase activity decreased to a plateau at 6-8

seconds, when so-called latch bridges develop in canine airway smooth muscle (Stephens

et al., 1986). Besides the similar trend in ATPase activity, the muscle at Lo tended to

show higher ATPase activity, both in initial and sustained states, than that of the muscle

at 1.3 L..
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Length dependence in ATPase activity in steady state. Panel A: Simulated

ATPase activity in steady state at different muscle initial length (0.5 -1.2

L"). ATPase activity increases and peaks at Lo and then decreases linearly

with increase of length. Similar patterns can be seen in ATPase activity of

chemically skinned canine afuway smooth muscle (Panel. B).
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5.11 EXPERTMENTAL ATPase ACTIVTTY oF CANINE AIRwAy

SMOOTH MUSCLE

In order to confirm some predictions made by our model, chemically skinned

canine airway smooth muscle was used to determine actomyosin ATPase activity during

C{2-initiated activation, using the NADH fluorscence method.

Isotonic vs. isometric contraction: Actomyosin ATPase activity in isotonic

shortening of a muscle carrying a load equivalent to 5o/o Po was greater than that of

isometric contraction when no shortening was allowed. In isotonic shortening, the initial

elevation of myosin ATPase activity was quite similar to that of isometric contraction,

which plateaued at a lower level. The maximum ATPase activity in isotonic shortening

was statistically greater than that of isometric contraction (p<0.01, n:6), while their

plateau values were practically the same regardless of relatively lower activity in isometric

contraction (Fig. 16, Panel B).

Length-dependence in steady-state: During a prolonged isometric contraction,

randomly changing muscle lengths in steady-state resulted in corresponding changes in

myosin ATPase activity, which had lower values at shorter lengths and linearly increased

to the peak value at the optimal length Lo and then decreased linearly when muscle length

was beyond L" (Fig. 17, Panel B).

Initial length dependence in isometric contraction: The same strip of

chemically skinned airway smooth muscle was set at two different initial lengths (1.0 L"

and 1.3 L") prior to simulations. Isometric contractions were initiated by introducing the

contracting solution with 20 ¡rM free Ca*2 ions. As expected, myosin ATPase activity was
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greafer when the muscle strip set at the optimal length L" (Fig. 18, Panel B).
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6 DISCUSSION

Recent developments in muscle research, especially in elucidation of crossbridge

cycling mechanisms and crystal structure of myosin sub-fragment 1 (SFl) (Finer et al,

1994; Spudich, 1994; Rayment et al., 1993), made it feasible to simulate the basic

mechanical and biochemical properties of an activated muscle in terms of fîlament

alignment and crossbridge interaction with actin. Hai and Murphy postulated a four-state

model which assumed the rate-limiting Ca2*-dependent myosin light chain kinase (MLCK)

activity was the only regulatory mechanism. Some investigators recently showed that the

thin filament proteins caldesmon and calponin modified actomyosin ATPase in vÌtro, but

their importance in the living cell was uncertain (Haeberle et al,I993; Gerthoffer, 1993;

Walsh et al, 1993). Brozovich et al. (1995) recently showed that the thin filament

regulation of force activation is not essential in simgle vascular smooth muscle cells,

which, in turn, emphasizes the importance of Ca*2-dependent, calmodulin-mediated myosin

light chain MLC20 phosphorylation in regulation of smooth muscle contraction. Our

modified five-state model, based on the phosphorylation of myosin light chain (MLC20 )

andutihzation of adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) for crossbridge cycling, satisfactorily

predicted the fundamental mechanical and biochemical behaviour of smooth muscle. Our

model predictions indicated that phosphorylation of MLCro was the primary regulatory

mechanisms in a living smooth muscle cell. It has been known that MLCro can be

phosphorylated by kinases other than MLCK, such as protein kinase C (Bengur et al,

1987; Nishikawa et a|,7983, 1985). This kinase has been proposed to be involved in the
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regulation of the latch state (Rasmussen et al, L987). However, it was suggested that only

the MlCK-specific sites on the 20,000 dalton light chain are phosphorylated in activated

smooth muscle tissues (Kamm et a|,1988) and are required for crossbridges to enter force

producing states (Brozovich et al., 1994).

Even though the regulatory mechanisms in smooth muscle are different from those

in striated muscle, biochemical and biophysical studies indicated that smooth muscle could

also be understood in terms of the sliding f,rlamenlcrossbridge paradigm. Crossbridge

attachmentJ detachment in smooth muscle, as in striated muscle, is dependent on random

interaction between binding sites in thin and thick filaments and the binding occurs within

the range of crossbridge power strokes. The liketihood of attachmenldetachment is

influenced by the local biochemical environment and the enrymatic nature of crossbridges

themselves. The state equations (S1-S5), therefore, symbolize a mean behaviour of

crossbridges, and in a sense provide a deterministic view of muscle contraction. They do

not incorporate any parameters dealing with the known randomness of crossbridge cycling.

Theoretically, a system of stochastic differential equations should be applied. Our

computer simulation of the stochastic model of smooth muscle contraction makes the

latter more realistic and natural. The minor fluctuation in the solutions can be diminished

by involving more crossbridges and a viscoelastic component in the simulation. In a real

smooth muscle preparation, a larger compliance and the enormously large number of

crossbridges involved smooth out the fluctuation so that only mean response curves can

normally be observed. However, the deterministic state equations are neither efficient nor

adequate to cope with crossbridge random interactions. Compared with the analytical
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technique used to obtain solutions by Hai and Murphy (1988), besides its being more

physiological in that crossbridge cycling is known to be a random process, the stochastic

technique is far more flexible to fit newly-found experimental data by simply changing

values orland forms of state-transformation functions, regardless of their mathematical

complexity. Furthermore, length-related experiments can be easily simulated and

controlled by using the concept described in the method section.

The similarity between simulated and experimental length-tension cuïves strongly

supported the applicability of the sliding filament theory and the validity of our

formulations (equation 4-ll), and, of the filament spatial alignment (equation 12) used in

simulation of smooth muscle contraction.

Besides the demonstration by Siegman et al (1976), that resting smooth muscle

resistance to stretch was Ca*2 dependent, suggestive of crossbridge attachment in

unstimulated rabbit taenia coli, Warshaw showed that smooth myosin was capable of

binding to actin weakly in an in vitro motllity assay (Warshaw et al, 1990). The existence

of weakly binding crossbridges in smooth muscle is therefore strongly suggested. By

inhibiting weak crossbridge attachment to actin, both stiffness and active force decrease,

which indicates that attachment of weak binding crossbridges to actin is an essential step

in the contractile cycle and it follows that the state preceding force generation is a weak

binding state (Chalovich et aL.,1991). Those data speak to the importance of the weakly-

binding crossbridges. By taking account of the weakly-binding state in a crossbridge cycle

in our model, we could confirm the experimental evidence that attachment of crossbridges

or development of stiffness of the muscle preceded force development by about 1 0-3 0 ms
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for striated muscle (Bagni et al., 1988) and by about 500 ms for canine tracheal smooth

muscle (Seow et al, 1987; Kamm et al., 1985a) during activation. The discrepancy in

time lag, we believe, was partially due to actomyosin ATPase activity and a larger

compliance so that force was detectible by a force transducer only after internal shortening

was finished. The time delay could be used in determining the ratio of rate constants k,

and ku in the modeling by directly fitting the experimental data. Bagni et al. (L988)

offered the explanation that lag between stiffness and force could be achieved by

decreasing the rate constant k.o (from strongly-binding to weakly-binding state) in his

model. Luo and Cooke (1993), using computer simulation of Huxley's model, offered

another explanation,viz.,that the lag was due to the series elasticity in crossbridges and

the 10-30 ms lag could be accounted for by a 5 nm elastic strain per half sarcomere.

Obviously, our result indicated a new possible explanation based on the existence of

weakly bound crossbridges which could contribute to the series elasticity. The longer time

lag (500 ms) in the smooth muscle preparation, compared with striated muscle, was partly

due to the greater compliance. Furthermore, the weakly-binding state provided potential

for further model refinement with respect to energy usage eff,rciency.

We postulated in our model that myosin crossbridges in the strongly binding state

(state 4) could dissociate from actin binding sites by binding ATP, which implied that

crossbridges were able to interact with actin and generate force while remaining

phosphorylated for multiple cycles. The transition from state 4 to state 2 differed from

that from state 3 to state 2 in energy utilization. Meanwhile the by-pass adjusted the

proportions among the three categories of attached crossbridges and yielded reasonable
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isometric force traces.

In the force recovery after rapid length change experiments, our model simulation

yielded the four expected phases in tension recovery. Since the association function k, had

greater values than that of the dissociation function ko, crossbridge attachment was

favoured, this accounted for the shorter early tension recovery time seen in quick releases.

The rate constant for quick tension recovery of mammalian smooth muscle was

considerably reduced (Siegman et al,1980), compared to experimental data from striated

muscle, which demonstrated a rate constant in the order of milliseconds. The discrepancy

in rate constant was partially due to the differences in contractile property of the two

types of muscles. The Tr curve in Figure 12 demonstrated the same tendency as those of

intact and skinned vascular smooth muscle (Pfitzer et al, 1982) and striated muscle

(Huxley, 197I). No experimental data have been reported on the T, curve from any other

smooth muscle preparation. However, these can be tested experimentally with the spot

follower technique that Huxley used (1971).

Our model yielded the conventional force-velocity relations for iso-velocity

experiments, which were best fitted by a displaced rectangular hyperbola. The maximum

shortening velocity Vo obtained by simulation was at the lower end of the range reported

for smooth muscles (Seow et al, 1986), even though force and MLC20 phosphorylation

were quite normal using the same set of rate functions. The discrepancy may result, as

suggested by Spudich (1994), from the simplification of using a single myosin head in our

simulation. Two myosin heads working asynchronously, however, could produce twice

the velocity because one head was getting ready while the other was stroking during the
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strongly bound state. Besides, as A.V. Hill reported (1970), the differences in force-

velocity curves obtained from different methods could be attributed to the state of

activation of the muscle and atemporary stiffening of the series elastic component under

a high developed tension.

By assigning the rate function k,(t) to a transient function, representing the intra-

cellular Ca*2 flux transient, our model successfully simulated the time course of myosin

phosphorylation. A family of force-velocity curves under different levels of myosin

phosphorylation was then obtained and plotted in Figure 14. Three obvious results are

worth pointing out: (1) phosphorylation and Vo were linearly related, as confirmed by

experimental data (Kamm et al., 1985a; Dillon et al., 1981; Hai et al., l9ï9b); (z)

phosphorylation versus Po was quasi-hyperbolically related (Di Blasi et al., 1992); and (3)

only about 40% phosphorylation is sufficient to obtain the maximum isometric force

under normal, physiological conditions for canine airway smooth muscle (Kamm et al.,

1985b; Jiang et al., 1995). Further increase in phosphorylation results in greater V" while

Po remains unchanged.

It is controversial whether myosin phosphorylation is dependent on muscle length

in the swine carotid artery (Hai, 1991; Wingard et al., 1994).In resting canine airway

smooth muscle, from which most of our rate functions are derived, Jiang has showed that

MLC20 phosphorylation is length dependent (Jiang et al., 1992). Our model simulation

revealed initial length dependence of phosphorylation in isometric contractions (Fig. 15).

Since most rate functions were derived from experimental data of canine airway smooth

muscle under electrical field stimulation, which has shorter contraction time compared
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with high-K* depolaÅzation stimulation, the time courses are different. Nevertheless, both

simulation and experimental data showed that muscle at Lo tends to have higher peak and

sustained levels of phosphorylation than muscle at shorter length.

Like all other organs, muscle needs energy to maintain its activities and functions.

Any models dealing with smooth muscle contraction should include treatment of

bioenergetics. In our model simulation, because of application of the stochastic

computational procedure, it is easy to simulate ATPase activity of smooth muscle

contraction.

Phosphorylation level of myosin light chain (MLC20) was determined by a dynamic

balance of activities of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) and myosin light chain

phosphatase (MLCP). MLCP has a Q,o of 5.2 and reducing temperature from 37 to 22

degrees reduces its activity. MLCP is a labile ertryme, subject to extraction during triton

skinning and proteolytic inactivation (Murphy, personal communication). It is also

believed that the latch phenomenon depends on an active phosphatase and thus flux of

phosphate through Serre of the myosin regulatory light chain which is impaired by the

skinning process. Bearing all those limitations of a chemically skinned smooth muscle

preparation, comparisons were only made within the same preparations. However,

tendencies observed in intact smooth muscle preparations are expected to sustain in

skinned preparations.

It has been reported that intra-cellular free Ca*2 concentration and MLCro

phosphorylation in isometric contraction are higher than that in isotonic shortening for

canine airway smooth muscle (Jiang et al, 1993; Jiang et al., 1992). Our model predicts
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that isotonically shortening shows muscle has higher ATPase activity than that in

isometric contraction; this was confirmed by our experimental data from chemically

skinned preparation of the same muscle (Wang et al., 1995). Even though the time

courses were different due to the different stimuli used in the experiment, and the rate

functions used for simulation, the relationship persists (Fig. 16). Those data implied that

ATPase activity of smooth muscle is associated with the myof,rlaments so that localization

of myosin ATPase may have a role in determining the rate of crossbridge cycling, as

suggested by Rayment (Rayment et al.,1993). This association was further confirmed by

our experimental data, which showed that ATPase activity in steady state was related to

muscle initial length in a linear fashion (Fig. 17). The linear dependence of ATPase

activity at lengths less or more than Lo also implied that ATPase activity of smooth

muscle was affected by overlap of thin and thick filament, i.e., by the number of

interacting crossbridges. This further confirms that the sliding filament theory of

contraction applies to smooth muscle also.

Since most rate functions were obtained from electrically stimulated canine airway

smooth muscle, which has a contraction time in seconds, the time courses of contractions

of model simulated smooth muscle are much shorter than contractions induced by K*

depolarization stimulation for intact smooth muscle or by Ca*2 for chemically skinned

smooth muscle. The discrepancy in contraction time, we believe, is due to diffusion.

Therefore comparisons are made separately for the groups of simulated and experimental

data.

Consideration of phosphorylation of the MLCK specified sites on the 20,000-
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dalton light chain, and utilization of ATP as the major regulatory mechanisms in smooth

muscle contraction, allowed the five-state model described in this thesis to predict most

biophysical and biochemical properties of smooth muscle. Compared to other proposed

strain-independent models of smooth muscle contraction such as Hai-Murphy's model, the

five-state, strain-dependent model is much more complete and flexible. Due to the block

structure of the model, it is easy to include newly found experimental evidence in our

model by adding new states, if necessary. Besides explaining the latch state,

phosphorylation and stiffness, the model and the computation protocol developed, based

on the model, provide a natural way to control the length of muscle being simulated. The

model, therefore, could simulate experiments dealing with length change such as iso-

velocity shortening and force transients after rapid length changes, which could not be

effected by other smooth muscle models. By altering the ten rate functions, the model and

the computation protocol could be applied to various types of smooth muscles from

different tissues and species in which smooth muscle myosin isoforms might exist.

Although the five-state model quantitatively predicted many biophysical and

biochemical properties of activated canine tracheal smooth muscle, it still has potential for

further refinement. As suggested, simulations of quick release/stretch experiments could

be conducted by incorporating a length dependent visco-elastic component. Furthermore,

by counting the number of ATP molecules being hydrolysed during MLC20

phosphorylation and crossbridge cycling, the model may be used to simulate the total rate

of energy liberation under various contraction conditions.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

Some unique features of smooth muscle are thought to result from its covalent

regulatory mechanism in which phosphorylation of crossbridges is obligatory for

attachment and cycling. Smooth muscles exhibit a slowing of crossbridge cycling rates in

sustained contractions that contributes to an exceptional economy of force maintenance.

Attempts to model smooth muscle contraction and determination of actomyosin ATPase

activity have been successfully demonstrated in this work. These are itemized below:

smooth muscle contraction can be described by a strain-dependent, five-

state enzymatic model.

Based on the model, interaction between myosin and actin filaments can

be simulated using the Monte Carlo stochastic method and the transfer

probability functions. A computer program was developed by me to carry

out such simulations.

comparisons between existing experimental data from a smooth muscle

preparation and the model predictions show that the model is more

complete and flexible than any other published model of smooth muscle

contraction.

In a chemically skinned canine airway smooth muscle, stimulated by 20

p,M free Ca*z, actomyosin ATPase in isotonic shortening shows a higher

activity than that in isometric contraction.

In steady state isometric contraction, in a chemically skinned canine airway

).

1.

2.

4.

5.
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smooth muscle, ATPase activity is linearly dependent on muscle length and

peaks at optimal muscle tength (L").

6. Actomyosin ATPase activities in isometric contractions are dependent on

muscle initial lengths. Chemically skinned canine airway smooth muscle

with initial length at Lo has a higher ATPase activity than those at longer

initial lengths.
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8 APPENDIX

A computer program has been developed to carry out actual simulations and
visualize the time courses of all parameters of an activated smooth muscle contraction,
using Turbo PASCAL V6.0 for an IBM personal computer. The source code of the
program follows:

Program Five_State_Cros sbridge_ModeI I ing ;

{$M 65000,0,655360}
{ $r+, E*}

{
Hai, C.M. and R.A. Murphy, L988, Crossbridge phosphorylation

and regulation of latch state in smooth muscle,
Am.J.PhysioI., 254 :C99-C106.

Brokawrc.J. tL976 | computer simulation of movement-generating
crossbridge, Biophysical JournaT, L6: 1013-l_027 .

Units: length in nanometers (nm),
time in seconds (s)

)

uses CrL, Dos, Graph;

force in piconewtons (pN),

const
h=l-1.0;
sigma0=l100;
ds=12 i
dL=42.9 ì
ks=0 .7;

kut:ks / 2 ì
kl-=3 . 4*ks;
Nmax=12000;
Po=3.5;
err=1e-5;

{ Power stroke distance, in nano meters }
{ Length parameter, half contractil-e unit }
{ A-sites distance, in nm }
{ M-sites distance in nm }
{ Force constant for strong binding Xbsrin

pN/nm )
{ Force constant for weak binding Xbs }
{ Force constant for latch XBs, in pn/nm }
{ Maximum number of XB to be considered }
{ Maximum Isometric Force per XB, in pN }
{ Tolerated error in comparison of real

variables )

fname='D: \OUTPUT. DAT' ;
Ist=' ' i

{ Results stored in a disk file}

type RO=array [1..Nmax] of single;
I0=array [ 1-. .Nmax] of shortint;
functiontype=function ( t, x: single ) : single;

labe1 Plotting, loopout.1- , loopout2 ;
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var
ran, p, dt, t, duration, Ts, onset, s igma1, dsigma, disp, dx, x rxO, ATp,
ATPcTATPp, Pt, Ph, Mp, PAMs, pAMv/, pAM, Natt rAMrAMs rAMw,Velrload: single;
í rk, ID, Nd, N1, Ns, Ncb :word;
ti:array IL..2,L..4] of word;
Ve10:array t1..201 of single;
ext: R0;
phos: I0;
textf il-e, results : text;

function kl (t,x: single) : single;
var temp:single;
begin
if t<0.5 then temp:=exp( 0.43*t)-1 else
if (t<5) then tempz=0.24 else
if (t<Ts) then
temp:=0. 11+0. 13*exp( 4* (5-Ts ) )else temp:=0. 06*0. 01*exp( 0.S* (Ts-t) ) ;kl : =temp;
end;

function k2 ( t, x: sJ-ng1e ) : single;
begin
k2:=0 .24 ì
end;

function k3 (t,x: single) : single;
var temp:single;
begin
if (x>0) and (x<=h) then
begin
temp:=1.6*x/hi
if t>Ts then temp:=temp*exp(2*(Ts-t) ) ;
end
else temp:=0;
k3: =temp;
end;

function k4 (t,x: single) : single;
var temp:single;
begin
if x>0 then
begin
k4 : =0 .4*x/h,
end
else k4z=40ì
end;

function k5 (t,x: single ) : single;
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var temp:single;
begin
temp z=0 .6 ¡if t<Ts then k5:=temp
else k5 :=temp*exp(-0. 5* (t-Ts ) ) ;
end;

function k6 (t,x: single ) : single;
begin
k6:=k5(t,xl/60¡
end;

function k7 (trx: single) : single;
begin
k7 z=k2 (t,x) i
end;

function k8 (t,x: single ) : single;
begin
k8:=kl (t,x) i
end;

function k9 (t,x: single) : single;
begin
k9:=0.15;
end;

function kl0 (t,x: single) : single;
begin
kl0:=1.5*k9(t,x)i
end;

function pfg(dtrx: single ¡ fL, f2: functiontype) : single;var fg:single;
begin
fg:=f 1(trx)+f2(t,x) iif fg<>O then pfg:=f1(t,x)*(1-exp(-fg*dt)) /fg else pfg:=0;
end;

Procedure force_phosphorylation ( ext : R0 ; phos : I0 ; var
Mp, PAMs, PAM, pt, ph : single ) ;var PEC, d rbrcrdp, IRl, IRwrBasal: single;

begin
Mp: =o;
AM: =0;
PAM: =0 ;
AMs: =0;
PAMS: =0;
AMw: =0;
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PAMr,'r: =0;
for i:=1 to Ncb do

begin
if (extIi]=9) and (phoslil=3) rhen Mp:=Mp+l;if extIi]<>0 then
Case phos[i] of

2z begin
if extIi]<1000 then pAMw:=pAMw*kw* (exttil_1000 ) ;AMw: =AMw*l;
end;

1: begin
pAMs : =pAMs+ks*ext I i ] ;
AMs: =AMs*l;
end;

0: begin
pAM:-pAM+kl*extIi];
A¡{:=AlvI+1.
end;

end; { of Case }
end;
Pt:=(PAMs+PAMlpAMw)/Ncb; { Force by normar and l-atch xbs }Ph:=(Mp+AMs+AMw)/¡lcbi { phosphorylation by attached and

unattached XBs )Natt: =AM*AMs+AM'¡/; { # of totar attached xBs }
CASE TD of
3: { isotonic shortening }begin
dp: =Ncþ* ( Pt-Po*load ) ;if dp>O then
begin
{ Shortening in each time step dt }
PEC: =0;
d* t = ( dp-PEC ) / ( ks*e¡4s*kw*AMw+k1*AM ) ;
end
el-se
dx: =0 ;

end;

end; { end of CASE statement }end; { end of the force-phorsphorylation procedure }

function sigma ( t : single; ID : integer ) : single;
begin
{ fsometric contration }
sigma: =sigmaO;
CASE ID of
1: { Quick release/stretch "dsimga" nm at time "onset" }if t)=oriset-err then
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s igma : =s igma 0+ds i gma ;

2t { Isovelocity shortening }begin
dsigma: =-Vel*dt;
s igma : =sigma 1 +ds igma ;
end;

3: { Isotonic shortening }begin
dsigma: =-dx;
s i gma : =s i gma 1 +ds igma ;
end;

4z { euick release, afterload isotonic shortening }begin
dsigma: =-dx;
s igma : =s j-gma 

J_ +ds i gma ;end;

end; { end of CASE statement }

end; { end of sigma procedure }

{ Five State Modelling by Brokaw,s protocol }procedure Five_State;
begin
randomize;
{ all crossbridges are detached at initial moment t=0 ifor i:=1 to Ncb do
begin
extIi] :=0.0;
phosIi]:=0;
end;
{ About 202 of -basal myosi-n LCro phosphorylation forunstimulated canine TSM )NI : =round( 0. 2*Ncb+0. 5 ) ;for i:=1 to NI do
phos Irandom(Ncb-1 ) +1 ] : =3 ;

{ Proparing a text file for output parameters on disk o: iassign ( textfile, fname ) ;rewrite(textfile);

t: =dt;
ATPC: =0;
ATPp: =0;
sigmal:=sigmaO'- { initiar varue of sigma parameter }
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repeat { begin of main loop }

{step1}
{ Force and phosphorylation parameters at t momentf orce_phosphoryratioñ ( ext , phäs , Mt;pAM; , Ëol,r, pr , ph ) ;

{.step 2r.Update sigma parameter }sigmal : =sigma ( t, ID ) ;if sigmaL>sj_gmaO then
sigmal : =sigmaO;
_{ . 

Length. dj_splacement at time t }Disp:=(sigmaO-sigmal ) /Sigma0 i

{ step 3, Saving data on a disk filet : time in seconds
Pt : force at tj-me t in pNDisp : Displacement in fengttr at time t in nmPh : phosphorylarion at Éime t atlaus,/¡lcb : Attach."d.q phosphoryrateã iBá, fraction of totar-Crossbridges (XBs)
AM/Ncb : Attached &-depÈosphorylated xBs, fraction of totalXbs
ATPc : ATpc used by the-$yosin heavy chaj-n, required bydetachment (Cycling ATp)ATPp : ATpc used by the tiÉht ctrain, required by
- phosphorytation (phosphorylatiori ATpt -,
)
begin
writeln(textfile,t: 6 : 3,pt, 6:lfDisp: 

Q : 4,!h: 6 : 3,AMs/Ncb t 6 23,AM/Ncb : 6 : 3,AM!ü/Ncb: 6 : 3,atÉczwã¡¡at I à, ¡,ATpp,/Nc b / dr; 6 : 3 ) ;
ATPC: =0;
ATPp: =0;
end;

-{ step 4t undate the extension varibre ',ext,, due to thelength change )if rD>O then
begin
for Nl-: =1 to Ncb do
if extINl]<>0 then
CASE TD of
1: { Quick rel_ease/stretch }if (t>onset-err) and (t<ónset+err) then
- extINl] ::e*![Nl]+dsigma else lUl:=ñcb;2z { rso-velocity, ât dõigma/dt }
_ extINl] :=extIN1]+dsigma;
3: { Isotonic shortening, at dsigma/d,t }
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. extINI]:=e1tlNIl+dsigma;
4¿ { euick releàse, aftérlóad shortening }if (t>ons_et-err) then ext[NI] :=ext[N1]+dsigmaelse Nl:=Ncb;
5: { Auxotonic shortening, l_inear }

. extINI] :=extlNll+dsigàa;
end; { end of cASÈ statemént 1

end; { end of IF statement }

{ step 5, s2=>s1, unattached & unphosphorylated XBs }Nl: =1;
p:=pfg(dtrx,k2,kL) 

¡repeat
if phoslNll=3 then { For each phosphorylated XB }begin
ran: =random;
if ran<p then
begin
ph?s[Nl]:=-1; { dephosphoryrated, -r as an indicatorend;
end;
Nl: =N1+1;
until Nl_>Ncb.

{ step 6, S1=>S2, unattached & phosphorylated XBs }Nl: =1;
p:=pfg(dtrx rkL,k2) ¡repeat
l-F9=. ..9-!-unphosphorylared XB Ìr-t ( phos I NI 1=9 ) and ( ext I N1 1=g ) thenbegin
ran: =random;
if ran<p then

begin
phosINl]:=3;
ATPp: =ATpp+l;

end;
end;
Nl: =N1+1;
until Nl>Ncb-

for i: =l_ to Ncb do
if phosIi]=-1 then phosIi]:=0;

{ step 7l
NI: =1;
repeat

S3=>S2, unattached &

phosphorylated, 3 as an indicator
ATP needed for MLC phosphorylation i

Ì
{
{
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if phoslNll=2 then
begin
x:=extlNll-1000;
p:=pfg(dtrx,k4,k3)¡
fqn: =random;
at ran<p then
begin
phosIN1]:=-3;
ext INI] : =0;
end;
end;
Nl: =N1+1;
until Nl>Ncb.

{ For each attached XB }

{ detached, -3 as an indicator )

$r::ii 
8,S2=>S3,attached & phosphorylared xBs, weak bindins)

repeat
{ For each unattached XB }if phoslNll=3 then ¿

begin
f -::+..î!ed^porenrial exrension )r:=Nl MOD 25:
if i=0 then i:=?8.ir ft;ai-sisñårlió¡ro rhen
Ns : =round ( ( i*dl-sigmal_x0 ) /ds+O . 5 )else
Ns: =0;
if Ns>115 then x:=0 else
x : =s igrmal +x0+Ns *ds -i*dI ;p: =pf g ( dt, x, k3 , k4 ) ;ran: =random;
if ran<p then

begin
phosINl]:=2; {extINI]:=1000+x; 

1end;
end;
NI: =N1+1;
until NI>Ncb.

for i:=1 to Ncb doif phoslil=-3 then phosIi]:=3;

$r::ïi 
9,s3-s4,attached & phosphorylared,srrons bindins)

x:=0;
p:=pfg(dt,xrk5rk6);
repeat
{ For each attached & phosphorylated xB, weak binding }

attached, 2 as an j_ndicator )potential extension for weak binding
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if phosINI1=2 then
begin
ran: =random;
if ran<p then

begin
{ Actual extension from a weak binding }
ext INl ] : =ext INI ] -1000 ;
Phos INl] : =1;
end;

end;
NI: =Nl-+1;
until Nl>Ncb;

for i:=1 to Ncb do
if phosÍJ-)=-Z then phoslilz=2¡

{ step 10, S5=>S4, attached & phosphorylated XBs, Strong
binding )
NI: =1 ;
x:=0;
p:=pfg(dtrx,k8,k7l¡
repeat
{ For each attached & unphosphorylated XB, latch XBs }if (extINI]<>0) and (phoslNl1=9) then
begin
ran: =random;
if ran<p then

begin
{ attached & phosphorylated, -L as an indicator }
PhosINI]::-Li
ATPp: =ATPp*L;
end;

end;
NI::N1+1;
until Nl>Ncb;

{ step 11, S4=>S5, attached & unphosphorylated XBs, Latch
xBs )
Nl: =1 ;
x: =0;
p:=pfg(dtrx,k7 ,k8) ¡
repeat
{ For each attached & phosphorylated XB, Strong binding }if phoslNIl=1 then
begin
ran: =random;
if rancp then
begin
phos INI] : =0;
end;
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end;
N1: =N1+1 i
until Nl>Ncb;

for i: =l- to Ncb do
if phosIi]=-1 then phosIi]:=1;

{ step L2, S5=>S1, unattached & unphosphorylated XBs }NI: =1;
repeat
{ For each attached & unphosphorylated XB, ie. Iatch XB }if (extlNl-l<>0) and (phosINI1=9) then
begin
if extINI]<0 then p:=1-exp (-20t,k9 (trx)*dt)
else p:=1-exp(-k9 (t,x) *dt) ;
ran: =random;
if rancp then
begin
{ latch bridges detachment }
ATPc:=ATPc+1ì { ATP needed for latch XB detachment }ext INl] : =0;
end;
end;
Nl-: =N1+1i
until Nl>Ncb;

{ step 13, S4:>S2, unattached & phosphorylated XBs }NI: =1;
repeat
{ For each attached & phosphorylated XB, Strong binding }if phoslNll=1 then
begin
if extINI]<0 then p:=1-exp(-20*kl0(trx)*dt)
else p:=1-exp(-k10 (t,x) *dt);
ran: =random;
if ran<p then
begin
{ Strong binding bridges detachment }
ext INl] : =0;
Phos INI] : =3;
ATPc:=ATPc+L, { ATP needed for normal XB detachment}
end;
end;
NI: =NI+L;
until Nl>Ncb;

t : =t*dt;
until t>Duration+err ì { Main loop in terms of time }

cl-ose ( textf ile ) ;
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end; { end of Brokaw's protocol }

{ Print simulation results to screen or printer }procedure PRINTOUT;
const

LM=, t.
var
i, j: integer;
year , month, day, week, timeh, timem, times , timehs , timets : word;
Ftemp, N0, P0, R0, Rmax : single ;

procedure SPACELINE ( sI : integer ) ;var i:integer;
begin f.or i:=1 to sl do writeln(1st.);
end;

procedure STARLINE ( sI : integer ìs :char ) ;var i:integer;
begin write(lst,LM); for i:=1 to s1-1 do write(lst,s);
writeln(Ist.);
end;

begin
normvideo;
clrscr;
writeln ( Ist , 'Program Used: SSTATE. PAS' : 35 ) ;
getdate ( year, month, day, week ) ;
write(lst,LMr'Datez' z45rmonth,' -' rday r' r, ryear) ¡gettime ( year rmonth, day, week ) ;wrj-teln(1str'Time: ':L0ryear r'i' rmonth r, z, rday);
SPACELINE(21¡
writeln(lst,LM,' Numerical Results For The Five State
Model' :601 ¡
writeln(lst.);
write(lst rLM,' Power Stroke Z ' ,Irrz4zL, ' nm');
writeln(Ist, 'XB Force Constant : ' :39rks 2422, ' pN/nm, );write ( lst ,LM, ' A-Sites Interval z ' ,ds12, ' nm' ) ;writeln( Ist, 'M-Sites Interval z ' z34 rdI:4: 1, ' nm, ) iwrite(Ist,LM,'simulation Time :' rDurationz4zL r' sec., ) ;writeln(lstr'Time Step : 'z26rdtz6z4, ' sec.');
write(lst.,LM,' # of total XB : 'rNcb:4);
writeln(Istr'Force Per XB : ':36rPtz6z4, ' pN');

{ Running Time Calculation }
gettime ( ti t 2, L l , ti 12 ,21 ,Lí12,3 L ti L2 ,41) ¡
timet,s.=(ri 12, Ll-ti[ 1, 1 ] ) *6o+ti 12,21-tit L,2l ¡
if ti 12 ,21<ti I I ,2] then timets : =timets-1 ;
timets :=60*timets+(tit 2, 3 l-ti[ 1, 3 ] ) ;
if Li-l2r3l<ti[1r3] then timets:=timets-1'
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timeh: =trunc ( timets / 3600 | ¡
timets : =timets -3 6 0 0 *timeh ;
timem: =trunc ( timets / 60 ) ¡
times : =timets - 6 0 *timem;
SPACELINø(21¡
write(Ist ,LM,' Total- Computation Time ==> '),
writeln(timeh r' z' rtimemr' :' rtimes) ;

writeln( lst,chr (L2),chr( 7 ) ) ;
end; {end of printout}

{ 2D plottings of simulation parameters }
Procedure Initscreen;
var GrrGmrEc:integer;
begin
Gr : =Detect;
InitGraph(Gr,Gm,"li
Ec: =GraphResu1t;
if nc<>grOk then
begin
writeln('Graphical Error:' rGraphErrorMsg(Ec) ) ;
sound( 300 ) ;
delay(500 ) ;
end
else
exit;
nosound;
halt(1);
end;

procedure ThroD_Plotting ( Nd, IDI : word; XtitIe, Ytitle : string ) ;
const
Axis : ViewPortType= ( Xi- : 7 0 ; Y1 z L0 ¡ X2 : 6 1- 0 ; Y2 z 43 0 ; clip : clipon ) ;

var ColorCoder Sxr Syrdyrdmrddrdowrn, k:word;
Px, Py, Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax,maxX,maxY ty tvx, vy, vxx, vxyr MaxVeI,

Disp0 : single;
St:stringt6l;

Procedure DrawAxes;
var i:integer;

begin
With Axis do
begin
SetBkColor(9);
SetColor(15);
Line(X1,Y1,XL,Y2) ¡ Line(X1-4rY1+5,XJ-,Yl- ) ;
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Line (Xl,Y1 .XI+A,Y1-+5 ) ;for i: =1 to length ( Ytit.le ) do
OutTextXY (XL-20, Yl+l-80+10*i, Copy ( ytit.le, í, L)
Line (X.L tyz,X2,Y2) ¡ Line (X2-5 ty2-4,X2 ,Y2) ¡
Line (X2-5 ,Y2+4,X2,Y2) ¡
OutTextXY ( X1+2 50 .Y2+LB, XtitIe ) ;for i:=1 to l-0 do
begin
Lj-ne (X1+Trunc ( i* (X2-XL ) / LL) tY2-4, Xl+Trunc ( i*
Line (XI tY2-Trunc (i* (y2-Y1 ) / tt¡ , X1+4, Y2-Trunc

x2-xL) / LLI ,Y2) ii* 1v2-Yl ) /LI) ) i
end;
end;
end; { end of DrawAxes }

begin { Main Program Body of 2D_Plot }
assign ( textfile, fname ) ;reset(textfile);
Nd: =round ( Duration/dt ¡ ;
Xmin: =0;
Xmax: =Nd*dt;
Ymin::0;
Ymax: =-1;
DispO: =0;

while NOT Eof(textfile) do
begin
readl-n ( textfilê, L rPt, Disp, PhrAMs rAMrAMrnr, ATPc TATPp ) ;

case IDI of
l- : y: =Pt;
2z y:=Disp;
3: y:=Ph;

y: =AM*AMs+AMr¡r;
y: =AMs;
Y : =AM;
y: =AMw;

{ Force }
{ Displacement in length }
{ Phosphorylation }
{ Attached XBs }
{ Normal XBs/Totat }
{ Latch xBs/Tota1 }
{ Weak1y Bound XBs/Total }

4
5
6
7
8: y:=ATPc*ATPp;
end; { end of case statement }

if y>Ymax then
begin
Ymax: =y;
maxX: =t;
end;
Disp0 : =Disp;
end;
{ close(textfile); }
if (Ymin>Ymax-err) and (Ymin<Ymax+err) then exit;
maxY: =Ymax;

CASE IDI of
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l- : Ymax: =5 ;
2..8: Ymax:=1;
end;
DrawAxes;
reset(textfile);
DisP0: =0;
ColorCode: =5;

{ Descriptive Notes in Figures }
Str ( TDz2, St ) i
OutTextXY(Axis .X2-1,60 rAxis.Y1+50 rCopy(' ID=' +St, L,5) ) i
Str ( Ncb: 4 ,SLl ¡
OutTextXY(Axis .X2-160 rAxis.Y1+65 rCopy('Ncb=' +St, 1, 8 ) ) ;Str(dt:5:3,St);
OutTextXY (Axis .X2-1 60 rAxis . Yl-+80, Copy (' dt=' +St+' s', 1-, 1 0 ) ) ;
Str(Onsetz4zL, St);
OutTextXY (Axis .X2-L6 0, Axis . Yi.+95, Copy (' Onset=' +St+' s', L, 12 )')
,

{ Putting dots }
SetColor ( ColorCode ) ;
if TDI<8 then
begin
while NOT Eof(textfile) do
begin
readln ( textfilê, L rPt, Disp, PhrAMs rAMrAMrilrrATPc rATPp ) ;
Px: =t;

case IDI of
l- : y: =Pt i { Force }
2z y:=Dispt { Displacement in length }
3: y:=Ph; { Phosphorylation }
4z y:=AM*AMs*AMw; { Attached XBs }
5: y:=AMsi { Normal XBs/TotaI }
6¿ y::AM; { Latch XBs/TotaI }
7 z y:=AMw; { Weakly bound XBs/TotaI }
end; { end of case statement }

Py: =y;
Disp0: =Disp;

With Axis do
begin
Sx:=Xl*trunc ( (Px-xmin) * ( x2-L. 71*xl ) / (xmax-xmin) ) ;
Sy:=Y2-trunc ( (Py-Ymin) * (y2-4.6*yl ) / (Ymax-Ymin) );
putpixel ( Sx, Sy, ColorCode+6 ) ;
end; { WITH statement }
end; { IF IDI<8 statement }
end; { Putting_dots loop }
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{ Putting ATP dots }
SetColor ( ColorCode ) ;if IDI=8 then
begin
k: =round (0 .2 / dt) ¡

reset (textfile);
while NOT Eof(textfile) do
begin
Px: =0 ;
Py: =o;
for i:=1 to k do
begin
readln ( textfilê, L rPt, Disp, PhrAMs rAMrAMh/rATPc rATPp ) ;
Px: =Px*t;
Py: :Py+ (ATPc+ATPp ) ;
end; { FOR statement }
Px: =Pxlk;
Py z=Py /k¡

Wit,h Axis do
begin
Sx: =Xl*trunc ( ( Px-Xmin ) * ( x2-L. 7 I *xl ) / ( Xmax-Xmin ) ) ;
Sy:=Y2-trunc ( (Py-Ymin) * ( y2-4. 6*y1 ) / (Ymax-Ymin) ) ;putpixel ( Sx, Sy,ColorCode+6 ) ;
end; { With statement }
end; { If IDI=B statement }
end; { Putting_dots loop }

Str(Px:4:3,St);
OutTextXY( Sx-l2 rAxis .Yz+SrCopy( St, I, 4\ ) ¡
Str(Py:5:3rSt);
OutTextXY(Axis. X1-60 r Sy-3 rCopy( St, 1, 5 ) ) ;
Str(Ymaxz5z2, St);
Sy: =Axis . Y2-trunc ( ( Ymax-Ymin ) * ( Axis .y2-4. 6*Axis .yIì' / ( Ymax-Ym
in) );
OutTextXY(Axis .Xl--50, Sy,Copy( St, 1, 5 ) ) ;
Setcolor(4);
Setlinestyle ( SoIidln, 3 , Thickwidth ) ;
Sx: =Axis . X j_+trunc ( ( Ts-Xmin ¡ * (Axis .x2-L. 7l_ *Axis .xL\ / ( Xmax-Xmi
n) );
line (Axis . Xl, Sy-5, Sx, Sy-5 ) ;
Str(Ts:4:J-,St);
OutTextXY(Axis.Xl+l2,9y-ISrCopy('St.Time='+St+' s',L,I4l ) ¡

{ Shortening velocity estimation by linear regression}
if IDI=2 then
begin

reset ( t.extf ile ) ;
repeat
readl-n ( textfil ê, L,Pt, Disp, PhrAMs rAMrAM\,r/rATPc rATPp ) ;
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until Disp>0;
n: =round (0 .2 / dL) ¡for i:=L to round(n/2) do
readln ( textfilê, t,Pt, Disp, PhrAMs rAIvIrAMvr, ATp rATpc, ATpp ) ;

vxy: =0;
vx: =0 ;
vy: =0;
vxx: =0;
for i:=1 to n do
begin
readln ( textfil ê, l rPt, Disp, Ph rAMs rAMrAM\arrATpc rATpp ) ;
vx: =vx*t;
vy: :vy*Disp;
vxx: =vxx*t*t;
vxy: =vxy+t*Disp;
end;
MaxVel : = ( vxy-vx*vyln ) / ( vxx-vx*vxln ) ;
SetColor(15);
Str(MaxVelz6:4,St);
OutTextXY (Axis .X2-L60 rAxis . YL+1- l0 rCopy (,MaxVet=' *St*'

Lo/s' ,L,LB) \ ¡
end;

with Axis do
begin
Sx: =Xl*trunc ( (maxX-Xmin) * (x2-L.7 I*xL ) / lXmax-Xmin) ) ;
Sy:=Y2-trunc( (maxY-Ymin) * (y2-4.6xy1- ) / (ymax-Ymin) );

Str(maxYz5z4,St);
OutTextXY(Axis.X1-60rSy-3,Copy(St, 1,5 ) ) ;
Str (maxX z 4:3 , St ) ;
OutTextXY(Sx-i-2,Axis .y2+8, Copy(St, 1, 4) ) ¡end; { Vüith statement }

Setcolor(15);
getdate ( dy, dm, dd, dow) ;
Str(dd:2,St)i
OutTextXY (Axis .X2-L2 0 , Axis .y2+30 , Copy ( 'Oct . '+St+ ' ,
1995 

"L,L4) 
) ¡

cl-ose ( textf ile ) ;
readln;
end; { End of 2D_Plot procedure }

begin { Main program body }
gettime ( ti t 1, 1 L ti lL ,21, ti [ ].,3 L ti lI ,41) ¡
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{ rnitialization }Ncb:=10000; { # of XB considerred
x0:=dl-ds-sigmaO-LL4i { relative A-M sites distance at 1o
x0: =1.0*x0 ì { Set initial muscle length, 1.0=Lo
ID:=O, { O-isometric,

1 -release / streach,
2-isovelocity
3-isotonic,
4-rel-ease/af terload
5-Auxtonic linear

)dsigmaz=-2.0, { Delta Sigma, - :release, + : streach }onset:=10.0; { Release/streach onset time iDurationz=2}ì { Simulation/recording time duration }Ts:=30; { Stimulation time in seconds }dt:=0.01; { time interval, in second }VeI:=20ì { Isovelocity shortening, in nm/s }load:=O.1i { load on TOTAI, XBs, in ? to po, 0.1=10% }

clrscr;
gotoxy (23,I0) ¡
textcolor ( yellow ) ;
writeln('Hi there, I AM WORKING for Jizhong, );
gotoxy (22,L2) ¡
writeln('While he is reading daily ner¡rspapers');
gotoxy (28,L4) ¡
writeln('or doing something else' ) ;

{ goto Plotting; }
Five_State;
PRINTOUT;
readln;
{ Two Dimensional Pl-otting }clrscr;
Initscreen; { Plot. force Pt vs time }
TwoD_Plotting(Nd, L, 'TIME (s ) ', 'FORCE (pN)' );if rD<>o
then { If it is not isometric, plot length change}
begin
clrscr;
Initscreen;
TwoD_Plotting(Nd, 2 r'TIME','DISPLACEMENT' ) ;
end;

clrscr;
InitScreen; { Plot phosphorylation Ph vs time }
TwoD_Plotting(Ndr3,'TIME (s)','PHOS (Z)' ) ¡
clrscr;
InitScreen; { Ptot # of attached Xbs vs time
TwoD_Plotting(Nd,4,'TIME (s)' r'Attached XBs' ) ;clrscr;

)
)
)

{ Brokaw's main protocol
{ Results print out

)
)
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InitScreen;
TwoD_Plotting (Nd,5,
clrscr;
Initscreen;
TwoD_Plotting(Ndr6,
clrscr;
InitScreen;
TwoD_Pl-otting(Nd,7,
clrscr;
InitScreen;

{ Plot Normal XBs/total vs time
'TïME (s)'r'NORMAL XBs (e"),),

{ Plot Latch XBs/Total vs time
'TIME (s)'r'LATCH XBs (e")')ì

{ Plot Weakly xBs/Total vs time
'TIME (s)','Weak XBs (%),)¡

{ PIot ATP vs time
TwoD_Plotting(Ndr8,'TIME (s)','J_ATP (Mo]e/Mole XBls)' ) ;

end. { end of Five State Crossbridge_Mode1ling procedure
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